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Ac k n owle dg e m e nts
‘Kiwi - Whakatāne’ Education Resource has been produced to give you the local story around how kiwi are being
managed here. This has been a collaboration between Whakatāne Kiwi Trust, Department of Conservation,
Eastbay REAP and Bay of Plenty Regional Council. It draws heavily on the Kiwis for kiwi ‘Kiwi forever kit’ and the
LEARNZ material ~ many thanks to BNZ Save the Kiwi Trust and Kiwi Recovery as well as CORE Education, the
provider of LEARNZ website (www.learnz.co.nz).
Produced August 2013
For further information please contact:

The Whakatāne Kiwi Trust
PO Box 186
Whakatāne 3158
www.whakatanekiwi.org.nz

Co pyr i g h t
This material may be used solely for not for profit educational purposes provided that the source is
acknowledged. © All material contained within this folder is copyright and not for commercial reproduction.
Copyright exists in this work in accordance with the Copyright Act 1994.

Aria the songbird and her home Moutohorā.
Aria is a North Island brown kiwi living on Moutohorā (Whale Island). As a chick she was quite a noisy bird
so the staff at Kiwi Encounter chose the name Aria, which means song.
Aria hatched on 4 October 2005 and was released on Moutohorā on 29 January 2006. She was monitored
up until November 2008 when her transmitter was removed. Hopefully she’s now helping to grow the kiwi
population on the island.
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Int roduc t ion
Welcome to ‘Kiwi - Whakatāne’ Education Resource.
‘Kiwi - Whakatāne’ is about having a closer look at the bush environment – the home of the kiwi – and all
aspects kiwi.
The forest between Whakatāne and Ōhope is a rare and special place. It is a taonga for our community and
a classroom for our children. This forest provides a powerful opportunity to teach children about our natural
environment, about the unique character of our country, and about individual responsibility.
This resource has been designed to ensure all of these lessons can be delivered while satisfying curriculum
requirements across a range of subjects.
The Whakatāne kiwi project represents a great success story right on our doorstep. This resource offers
knowledge and activities that will enable you and your school to get involved.

The power of nga mahi tahi – working together as one.
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Abo u t t h e W hakatāne
kiwi proje c t
Kiwi in New Zealand are a unique and endangered
species. It is both unusual and exciting to have a
population of kiwi so close to a major centre, as they
are in Whakatāne.
Prior to 2000, few people were aware that kiwi
survived in the Ōhope Scenic Reserve, and their
numbers were dwindling rapidly. In December 2000,
a local ranger from the Department of Conservation
(DOC) managed to locate a male kiwi in his burrow
with a chick and an egg. In kiwi families, Mum lays
the eggs and leaves Dad to incubate them. This
kiwi Dad, who was later named “Te Hau” became
one of the respected elders of kiwi recovery in the
Whakatāne region.
Kiwi chicks are relatively defenceless. Unprotected
they have a 6 percent chance of survival, which is

why the population had declined to a small number
of mature kiwi. To save the young kiwi, DOC had
to take drastic action. They took the eggs being
cared for by Te Hau to Kiwi Encounter in Rotorua
where they were taken care of by kiwi specialists
at Operation Nest EggTM. The egg was incubated
artificially and once the chick hatched, it was reared
in captivity until it was big enough to protect itself in
the wild. Once it reached the crucial weight of 1000
grams, the young kiwi was released back into the
bush, free to start his own family.
This process was repeated with monitored nests in
the forest. A handful of male kiwi were located in the
reserve and, with their female mates, became the
founding fathers and mothers of the Whakatāne kiwi
project. These birds were Te Hau, Big Al, SchoolBoy
and Two Toes, who had probably lost his toe in

Raising community awareness of the
Kiwi Project: Road markings now feature
around the Whakatāne – Ōhope Scenic
Reserve roads and the highly visible kiwi truck

The Department of Conservation, in conjunction with Te Rūnanga o Ngāti Awa
and the Bay of Plenty Regional Council, established the Whakatāne kiwi project.
The objective was to carry out the serious work effort required to re-establish a
thriving kiwi population. An intensive pest control operation was established,
targeting mustelids, rodents, possums and cats.

There are now over 300 kiwi within the reserve. A
number of chicks are monitored until they reach
1000 grams and can protect themselves. If they
get sick or injured, they are sent to Kiwi Encounter
for special care. Now the project has “in situ”
management (caring for kiwi in their natural
habitat). The chicks that hatch in the wild have a
much better chance of survival, which is a whole
different story from years gone by.

a possum trap some years earlier. They are still
breeding successfully along with their offspring
today. All except School Boy, who was killed in a
possum trap set to protect a marijuana crop in the
reserve.
In 2009, the 100th chick was released into the reserve,
and kiwi recovery was well under way. In 2011
Operation Nest EggTM stopped, and the project now
relies on pest control and education to ensure kiwi
are protected.

The ongoing survival of kiwi around Whakatāne
relies on community involvement. This is why public
education is such a vital part of the project. This
resource enables you to become part of the success
story.

After the 200th kiwi chick celebration in 2013,
Whakatāne was trademarked as the ‘Kiwi Capital of
the World’.

W hakatān e K iwi Pro je c t Tim el i n e
Operation Nest EggTM
is used to rebuild the
kiwi population by
taking eggs from the
nest and raising the
chicks in captivity.

Predator control
begins.

In situ chick management
begins. Chicks are
monitored and protected
in the wild and Operation
Nest EggTM is only used for
emergencies.
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into the reserve from
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Island brown kiwi
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Island.
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O bje c tives of the r esourc e
To i n v e s ti gat e:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The nature and history of kiwi.
Kiwi lifecycle.
Kiwi anatomy.
Threats to kiwi.
The community of plants and animals that exist in kiwi habitat.
The impact of humans on kiwi, past, present and future.

Th e re so urc e a ls o ai m s to d e velop:
• Awareness and sensitivity to the environment and the diversity of the bush environment.
• Knowledge and understanding of kaitiakitanga responsibilities of our environment and what is impacting
our kiwi and their habitat.
• Attitudes and values that recognise kiwi and the bush as a taonga and of concern for our environment and
communities.
• Skills involved in identifying, investigating and problem solving issues related to helping care for kiwi.
• A sense of responsibility through participation and action as individuals and as members of a group
in addressing some of the issues associated with caring for kiwi and protecting and enhancing their
environment.

Abo u t t hi s ki t
The ‘Kiwi - Whakatāne’ Education Resource is designed to provide teachers with all the information they need
to educate students about the kiwi that live in and around Whakatāne region. By learning and thinking about
the kiwi living in our own backyard, students can grow their appreciation of the natural environment and how
people impact on it.
The kit is structured around three key units:
• Getting to know kiwi.
• Exploring kiwi habitat.
• Protecting kiwi.
The activities, when used in a sequence, are designed to develop student understanding of biodiversity,
interdependence and sustainability. Each unit includes field trips that will consolidate the learning within the
classroom activities.
The students will gain rare and valuable opportunities to experience real kiwi and their habitat within the
forest. More importantly, they will learn how they can be responsible citizens in terms of caring for the natural
environment.
The ‘Kiwi - Whakatāne’ Education Resource kit contains the following:
• Resource folder – that includes a range of classroom learning activities, field activities and real-life case
studies.
• Kiwi Burrow - that contains an egg, books, Kiwis for kiwi, kiwi forever kit, DVD of local kiwi action, CD of kiwi
calling and local photos.
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H OW TO USE THIS KIT
W h e r e d oe s t hi s fi t i n to t he curricu lu m?
Kiwi - Whakatāne has been designed to fit into a number of different areas of the curriculum, with particular
emphasis on:
Science
 Understanding about science.
 Investigating in science.
 Communicating in science.
 Participating and contributing.
English
 Integrate sources of information, processes and strategies to identify, form and express ideas.
 Select, form and communicate ideas on a range of topics.
Social Science
 Understand how people participate individually and collectively in response to community challenges.
The activities also offer opportunities to satisfy curriculum requirements in:
 Arts.
 Physical education and health.
 Literacy and numeracy.
 Maths.
Kiwi - Whakatāne offers a unique opportunity to help students develop key competencies in participating and
contributing (highlighted as capabilities for living and lifelong learning). This competency is about being actively
involved in the community. The Whakatāne kiwi project is a community initiative focused on creating benefits in
the physical environment that students can relate to.
The resource has been developed in accordance with the Guidelines for Environmental Education in New Zealand
Schools, (1999, Learning Media).

Vi s i o n s a n d Prin ciple s
This kit fits in with the New Zealand curriculum’s vision and principles which include the vision of children being
confident, connected, actively involved and lifelong learners. It also aligns with the principles in the curriculum
of high expectations, Treaty of Waitangi, cultural diversity, inclusion, learning to learn, community engagement,
coherence and future focus.

Va lu e s
This kit upholds the values of the New Zealand curriculum which encourages children to value excellence,
innovation, enquiry and curiosity, diversity, equity, community and participation, integrity and most importantly,
for this kit, ecological sustainability.
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Su g g e st e d curricu lum le ve l
The activities contained in this kit can be used (or adapted for use) for level 2 to 6 of the New Zealand school
curriculum. As presented, most activities are suitable without modification for levels 2 to 4. Each activity has a
suggested curriculum level. This is only a guide. All activities can easily be adapted to suit higher or lower level
learners.

Fac t sh e e ts – t e ache r us e versus studen t use
The fact sheets can be used by students and/or teachers. How you use them will depend on the level and
reading capability of your students.

Co pyin g a nd adapt ing inf ormation to sui t yo ur own needs
A large proportion of the information contained in this resource is from the following resources:
• LEARNZ website – we encourage you to explore this further – there are videos, sound bites and a wide range
of further resources all available on the website with FREE registration. www.learnz.org.nz
• Kiwis for kiwi, Kiwi forever kit – a free resource (a copy is in the Kiwi Burrow) or go to
http://www.kiwisforkiwi.org/take-action/schools/kiwi-forever/ to order your own.
Please remember that the information contained in this resource kit is subject to copyright and can be used for
education purposes only.

Educat io n fo r s us tain ab ilit y/en vironmen tal education
Education for sustainability (formerly known as environmental education) is a multidisciplinary approach to
learning that develops an action component – the ability of individuals and the community to take action
towards sustainability.

K e y a s p e c ts of e ducatio n for sustainabilit y used in this ki t
Key aspects of education for sustainability within the context of this resource involve learning:
• About kiwi and their ecology as well as the people and pests that impact on them.
• In the bush environment – valuable learning comes from visiting the local kiwi environment.
• For/With the bush environment and the protection of kiwi – to enhance the habitat and take action caring for
kiwi – actions taken in partnership with the environment.

10
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K e y co nce pts o f educati o n for s ustai na bilit y used in this ki t
The following key concepts underpin the learning outcomes for this resource kit:
• Interdependence – acknowledging the interrelationships that exist between life, systems and organisms
(including humans) of kiwi, and their environment.
• Biodiversity – recognising the variety of life that uses and depends on the bush ecosystem.
• Sustainability – using and caring for the environment in a way that safeguards it for the future.
• Personal and social responsibility for action – recognising that each one of us has a role to play in caring
for the environment.

L e ar n i n g s t rat e gie s e mploye d in th e ki t
A variety of learning strategies are promoted through this resource. All are student centred learning approaches
– where the teacher acts as the facilitator of learning. Students are encouraged to actively participate in their
own learning. The following teaching and learning pedagogies are those that meet the requirements of the New
Zealand National Curriculum and have been effective in education for sustainability.
Inquiry learning – A teaching practice that involves exploration, question asking, discovering, testing and
understanding of new learning. It involves developing skills such as observation, reasoning, critical thinking and
the ability to justify or negate existing knowledge. For more information about the inquiry model of learning see
page 12.
Co-operative learning – A teaching approach that encourages students to work together in groups developing
interpersonal skills and shared responsibility for learning.
Experiential learning – Where students are actively involved in activities designed to offer an experience from
which new learning can emerge.

Va lu e o f r e flec t io n
Reflection is an important part of the learning process in all models of learning described above.
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Th e i nq uiry lear ning process
Although there are many models of Inquiry Learning, we have chosen to highlight the following two examples
as they focus on action as a key outcome.
Both processes develop generic skills such as: finding information, examining different view points and problem
solving related to environmental issues. They also foster the development of the Key Competencies and allow
students to explore relevant values. Support and guidance are very important for the success of these processes.
Additional activities sourced to support students’ learning can be added to the resource.

A n i n q uiry approach fo r e nv ironmen ta l education

De fi ne/I d en t if y i s s u e
Why is this issue important to me?
What do I think the issue is?

Reflect

Plan

How do I feel about my issue now?

What do I already know about this
issue?

What more can I do?
Is there an action I can carry out to
help the issue?

What do I need to know?
Where will I find information?

Pr e s e nt

Gath er

What is the best way of getting my
message across?

What information is available?
Who will be able to help?

Sif t/so r t
Does this information relate to my issue?
Does it answer my questions?

12
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What can we do to help?

What action will we take?

Brainstorm issues

I NQ U I RY TEMPL ATE

What did you find out?

Reflection

What is the issue?

How can we answer our questions?

What questions do we have?

What do you already know?
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Activities
The kiwi is a special bird for all New Zealanders.
Yet how much do we really know about our
national symbol?
By learning about kiwi, we can understand
more about protecting our unique natural
environment.

S e t t i ng t h e s c ene
In the hills behind our town lived a kiwi called Te Hau. All he really
wanted was to raise a family, but it wasn’t easy. Every year his mate
would lay several eggs and Te Hau would care for them. Nearly every
chick that hatched became a tasty treat for a hungry animal. It was a
hard life.
Te Hau and his mate faced dangers at every turn. Over the years, most of his whanau had died.
Te Hau would call at night and get few replies. He was a tough old bird, but sometimes even the toughest
kiwi blokes can use a bit of help.
One night Te Hau was snuggling with his eggs in the depths of his burrow when he was disturbed by an
unexpected visitor. This time it wasn’t the usual furry beast with flashing eyes and sharp teeth looking for
a meal. It was a person who had come to offer a helping hand.
To Te Hau, it didn’t seem like help at all. The person took his eggs away, leaving him with an empty nest.
What he didn’t realise was that this was the only way his chicks could survive. They were being taken away
and cared for in a safe place.
Time and again, his mate would lay eggs and they would be taken from the nest while he was out
feeding. Without even knowing it, Te Hau became a dad to over thirty chicks that went on to start families
of their own. The eggs and chicks needed protection because there were too many dangers in the forest.
Dogs and stoats, possums and pigs, traps and traffic all pose threats for the kiwi, especially their chicks.
Without chicks, there is no future.
Back then, Te Hau was one of four male kiwi struggling to survive in the hills between Whakatāne and
Ōhope. All of these males would regularly lose their eggs to the mysterious visitors. Their eggs were
protected, their chicks survived and the kiwi numbers grew. Stoats and rats were trapped and dogs were
kept out of the reserves. The forest became a safe place for kiwi families.
Nowadays, when Te Hau calls out in the darkness many voices reply. After losing so many tamariki over
the years, and having so many eggs taken away, he now gets to hatch his eggs and raise his chicks in
peace.
Te Hau is better off, and we are as well. By improving the forest for kiwi, we have helped to create a better
place for everyone. Here we learn how nature works, and how damage can be repaired. We’ve learned
that we can all do our bit to restore balance in the world, and it’s a good feeling.
By helping kiwi like Te Hau, it helps us to become better kiwis.
We invite you to join us.

By working through this resource, students will
come to understand the following points of the
story:
•
•
•
•

Why Te Hau had lost his whanau.
How the local kiwi population recovered.
What makes the forest safer for Te Hau and his chicks.
Why our help and understanding of conservation is
so important.

S e c tion 1 - Ge t ti ng to know kiwi
This section is aimed at learning about kiwi and their ecology as well as the people and pests that impact
on them.
Introduce this section by playing the Whakatāne kiwi video and read the story “Setting the scene” (page 16).
To access the video online, go to www.whakatanekiwi.org.nz

Su g g e st e d to pics an d focusi ng questions:
To pic

Objec ti ve

Focuss ing q ue st ions

Our national
symbol

Find out what students
already know and how
they identify with kiwi.

• What do we know about the
kiwi bird?

Learn about the kiwi and
how it differs from other
birds.

• What special features are
distinctive to the kiwi?

Meet the kiwi
bird

• In what ways is the kiwi used as
a national symbol?

• How does the kiwi differ from
other birds?

Ac tivity options

DESCRIPTIONS OVER PAGE

Brainstorm kiwi
Celebrate kiwiana

Study fact sheet 1
Explore the Burrow
Wear different hats
Meet the moa
Do worksheets 1 & 2

Kiwi life cycle

Learn about the kiwi life
cycle and what makes it
special.

• What are the different parts of
the kiwi life cycle?
• What are the threats to kiwi?
• What life stages are vulnerable
to attack?

Kiwi at
Whakatāne

Learn about the kiwi that
live in the Whakatāne
area.

• What species of kiwi lives
around Whakatāne?
• Where do they live?
• What are the different types of
kiwi and where do they occur?

How kiwi live

Get students thinking
about how kiwi live and
how they have adapted
to their environment.

• What sort of homes do kiwi live
in?
• What do they eat?
• What features help them to
survive?

Study fact sheet 3
Explore the Burrow
Go on a field trip to
Kiwi Encounter and
see Operation Nest
EggTM in action
Meet the blonde
beach babes
(fact sheet 2)
Do worksheets 3, 7
&8
Explore the Burrow
Collect kiwi tucker
Do worksheets 4, 5
&6

• Which features make them
vulnerable?
Kiwi in danger

Learn about why kiwi are
endangered and how
the local population was
saved.

• What has happened to the kiwi
population at Whakatāne?
• How was the kiwi population
rebuilt? (Operation Nest EggTM)

Do the numbers
– Kiwi recovery
(worksheet 9)
Go on a field trip to
Kiwi Encounter
(worksheet 11)
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Ac t ivities for ge t ting to k now kiwi
Brainstorm kiwi
Identify what we already know about kiwi, what we need to find out, and how we can find the information.
Celebrate kiwiana
Find ways to express what it means to be a kiwi. Make a kiwiana collection, write a song, make a presentation
or put on a play. Conduct a survey of student attitudes to the kiwi. Is it an appropriate national symbol? What
do kiwi mean to Māori?
Explore the Burrow
Discover what kiwi look like, sound like and smell like. How do they live and what makes them special? Learn
about why they are endangered and think about how people can help to protect the kiwi.
Wear different hats
Think about how the kiwi has adapted to its environment from a science perspective. Why did it become
flightless? Consider the Māori perspective (Worksheet 10) and discuss how people have developed different
views of the world. (Remember: All perspectives are valid!)
Meet the moa
The giant moa in New Zealand was a cousin to the kiwi. The moa is now extinct. Find out what this means and
how it may have happened. How do we know that the moa even existed? Work individually or in groups to
learn about the moa or any other extinct species and share findings with the class.
Go on a field trip
Visit Kiwi Encounter in Rotorua and see a real live kiwi. Learn about the kiwi life cycle. Find out how Operation
Nest EggTM gives kiwi a helping hand. (Worksheet 11)
Meet the blonde beach babes
Learn about the kiwi around Whakatāne. Identify what kiwi species they are and how they compare with other
kiwi species. Discuss how scientists classify species. (Fact sheets 1 and 2, worksheet 7)
Collect kiwi tucker
Go for a walk in your local bush and look for kiwi food.
Do the numbers – Kiwi recovery
Draw a graph of how the kiwi population at Whakatāne has changed over time. Learn what was done to help
the numbers grow. (Worksheet 9)

NOTE: The fact sheets and worksheets in this resource can be adapted as needed to suit activities in your
classroom.
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Fac t shee ts
Fact sheet 1 – Introducing kiwi

page 31

Fact sheet 2 – Meet the blonde beach babes

page 33

Fact sheet 3 – Life cycle of the North Island brown kiwi

page 35

S t ud ent works hee ts
Worksheet 1 – Meet a kiwi

page 54

Worksheet 2 – Kiwi features

page 55

Worksheet 3 – About kiwi

page 56

Worksheet 4 – What kiwi eat

page 57

Worksheet 5 – Problem solution

page 58

Worksheet 6 – Threats to kiwi poster

page 59

Worksheet 7 – Kiwi species

pages 60 & 61

Worksheet 8 – Kiwi crossword

page 62

Worksheet 9 – Do the numbers – Kiwi recovery

page 63

Worksheet 10 – How the kiwi lost his wings

page 64

Worksheet 11 – Kiwi field trip

page 65

material f ROM OTHER SOURCES
• Kiwis for kiwi, Kiwi forever kit
• How kiwi became a national icon and how the name “Kiwi” was adopted for New Zealanders:
http://www.kiwisforkiwi.org/about-kiwi/new-zealands-icon/
• LEARNZ website: www.learnz.org.nz
• Online video - http://tvnz.co.nz/meet-the-locals/2007-episode-10-video-1459861
Meet the Locals Series 1, Episode 10 | North Island Brown Kiwi
Get up close and personal with a North Island brown kiwi and learn about why our iconic national birds are so
fascinating and why they need our help.
• Rainbow Springs website: www.rainbowsprings.co.nz
• Listen to the kiwi call on the DVD or the Whakatāne Kiwi Trust website:
http://www.whakatanekiwi.org.nz/resources/index.asp
• Department of Conservation – Protecting our native wildlife brochure - Natural born killers
http://www.doc.govt.nz/publications/conservation/threats-and-impacts/animal-pests/protecting-our-nativewildlife/natural-born-killers/
• www.matapihi.org.nz Showcase: Kiwiana
Matapihi showcase is a selection of digitised images and paintings showing icons and objects that represent
New Zealand identity from a selection of New Zealand archives, art galleries, libraries, and museums. Includes
extra links to explore the topic further. Click on the images to enlarge them. The showcase can be viewed in
English and in Māori.
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S e c tion 1 – C urriculum Link s
The activities in this section provide opportunities to satisfy the following curriculum requirements.

Sci e n ce – Li v i ng wor ld:
L e v e l s O ne a n d Two

Le v e l Thr e e an d Fo ur

Life processes

Life processes

Recognise that kiwi have certain requirements so
they can stay alive, just like other living things.

Recognise that there are life processes common to all
living things and that these occur in different ways.

Ecology

Ecology

Recognise that kiwi are suited to their particular
habitat, just like other living things.

Explain how kiwi are suited to their particular habitat
and how they respond to environmental changes,
both natural and human-induced.

Evolution

Evolution

• Recognise that there are all kinds of different living
things in the world and that they can be grouped
in different ways.

• Begin to group plants, animals and other living
things into science-based classifications.

• Explain how we know that some living things from
the past are now extinct.

• Explore how groups of living things have changed
over time and appreciate that kiwi are quite
different from flightless birds in other areas of the
world.

S o cia l Sci e n c e s:
L e v e l Two

Le v e lS Four

Understand how the kiwi is used as a symbol to
reflect and express people’s customs, traditions and
values.

Understand how people participate individually and
collectively in response to community challenges.

K e y co m p e t e ncie s - Par tici patin g and contrib ut ing
A LL LEVELS

This competency is about being actively involved in the community. Students who participate and contribute
in communities have a sense of belonging and confidence to participate within new contexts. They
understand the importance of balancing rights, roles and responsibilities and of contributing to the quality
and sustainability of social, cultural, physical and economic environments.
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S e c tion 2 – Explori ng kiwi ha bitat
This section is about the community of plants and animals that exist in the bush environment. Valuable
learning comes from visiting the local kiwi habitat.
Introduce this section by playing a short video:
http://www.kiwisforkiwi.org/news-media/video-gallery/how-to-save-kiwi-dvd/

Su g g e st e d to pics an d focussi n g questi on s:
Ac tivity options

To pic

Objec ti ve

Focussing qu e stions

Nature’s high-rise
city

Get students thinking
about forests and the
diverse forms of life they
contain.

• How would you describe
biodiversity within the forest
environment?

Brainstorm bush

• What are the different types of
forests in the Bay of Plenty?

Pick a favourite

Learn about what lives
in the native reserve and
how animal pests have
impacted the forest.

• What types of plants and
animals live in the Ōhope Scenic
Reserve?

Study fact sheet 4

• How are kiwi protected in the
Reserve?

Do worksheets 12-14

Kiwi in the native
forest

• How does this protection help
the whole forest?

DESCRIPTIONS OVER PAGE

Nature’s high-rise city

Make a sketch

Build a weta motel
(worksheet 16)
Go on a Kiwi Tracker
field trip
Go on a virtual field
trip
– www.learnz.co.nz

Kiwi in the
plantation
forest

Wandering kiwi

Learn about kiwi living
in plantation forests
and how they adapt
to different kinds of
habitat.

• What other different types of
forest are there in the Bay of
Plenty?

Study fact sheet 5

• How can kiwi be protected in the
plantation forest?

Life among the pines

Think about the risks
faced by kiwi who are
not protected from
animal pests.

• What risks do kiwi face outside
the Reserve?

Draw a map

• How can kiwi be protected on
farmland?

Kiwi at work

Worksheet 12
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Ac tivit ies for exploring kiwi ha bi tat
Brainstorm bush
Identify what we already know about forests, what we need to find out, and how we can find the information.
Think about the different types of forests in the Bay of Plenty. Conduct a survey of student attitudes to the
different forest types.
Nature’s high-rise city
Create a mural that shows the forest as a high-rise city. Think about all the biodiversity and different activities
going on within the forest environment. Identify different types of homes, transport routes, criminal activities
and anything else you can think of that exists within a city.
Pick a favourite
Consider what native birds are now extinct and/or endangered. Consider what other animals in the world are
endangered and identify a personal “favourite”. What can you do to help protect it?
Make a sketch
Observe and record your local native bush. Note the things you see, hear and smell. Think of different
describing words to explain how you feel about the bush. Maybe you could use the sketch as a starting point
to create a video.
Build a weta motel
A healthy weta population shows that pest numbers are low and food is plentiful for kiwi. By building weta
motels and installing them in the forest, students can keep an eye on weta. (Worksheet 16)
Go on a Kiwi Tracker field trip
Go on a guided tour of the Ōhope Scenic Reserve using the Kiwi Tracker Workbook (See ‘RESOURCES’).
Contact the Whakatāne Kiwi Trust to plan your trip.
Stuck inside? Go on a virtual field trip
Go to LEARNZ website www.learnz.co.nz and look under “Field trip chooser”. Go on a virtual field trip with
Project Crimson (2010) to learn about the ecology of Pōhutukawa… or choose another option from their wide
field trip selection.
Kiwi at work
Interview people you know that work in the forestry industry. Find out if they have ever encountered kiwi in
their work. Share their story with the class.
Life among the pines
List all the types of things you might find in a pine forest (include insects, birds, animals and people). Describe
how they impact each other (positive and negative).
Draw a map
Sketch a freehand map from memory of the areas where kiwi live. Show what places you like to go to in the
area, and activities you like to do. Label as many places as possible. Think about the threats to kiwi in different
areas. Compare your map with the map shown on Fact sheet 6.
NOTE: The fact sheets and worksheets in this resource can be adapted as needed to suit activities in your
classroom.
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Fac t shee ts
Fact sheet 4 – New Zealand’s native forest

page 37

Fact sheet 5 – Plantation forests in New Zealand

page 39

Fact sheet 6 – Whakatāne kiwi project area

page 41

S t ud ent works hee ts
Worksheet 12 – Threats to birds

page 66

Worksheet 13 – Colour me forest

page 67

Worksheet 14 – Word find

page 68

Worksheet 15 – The wandering kiwi

page 69

Worksheet 16 – Building a weta motel

page 70

Material from other so urces
• Kiwis for kiwi, Kiwi forever kit
• LEARNZ website: www.learnz.org.nz
• http://www.doc.govt.nz/documents/getting-involved/students-and-teachers/themes/006-nz-forest.pdf
• Do a listening exercise: http://www.doc.govt.nz/documents/getting-involved/students-and-teachers/
themes/005-in-the-forest-3000-years-ago.pdf
• General information about New Zealand flora and fauna:
http://www.teara.govt.nz/en/native-plants-and-animals-overview
• Project Crimson – Protecting pōhutukawa: www.projectcrimson.org.nz
• General conservation material: www.kcc.org.nz
• An activity sheet to assist a bush visit: http://www.doc.govt.nz/documents/getting-involved/students-andteachers/themes/002-visiting-your-native-bush.pdf
• www.matapihi.org.nz Showcase: Native Birds
This Matapihi showcase about native birds is a selection of digitised images and paintings from various New
Zealand archives, galleries, libraries, and museums. Audio clips provide specific bird calls. Click on the images
to enlarge them. Includes extra links to the images of the kiwi, kakapo, and albatross. The showcase can be
viewed in English or in Māori.
• Pictures of birds: www.ngamanuimages.org.nz
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SE C TION 2: Curricu lum Links
The activities in this section provide opportunities to satisfy the following curriculum requirements.

Sci e n ce – Li v i ng wor ld:
L e v e l s O ne a n d Two

Le v e lS Thr e e and Fo ur

Ecology

Ecology

Recognise that kiwi are suited to their particular
habitat, just like other living things.

Explain how kiwi are suited to their particular habitat
and how they respond to environmental changes,
both natural and human-induced.

Evolution

Evolution

• Recognise that there are all kinds of different living
things in the world and that they can be grouped
in different ways.

• Begin to group plants, animals and other living
things into science-based classifications.

• Explain how we know that some living things from
the past are now extinct.

• Explore how groups of living things have changed
over time and appreciate that kiwi are quite
different from flightless birds in other areas of the
world.

S o cia l Sci e n c e s:
L e vel Fo ur
Understand how people participate individually and collectively in response to community challenges.

K e y co m p e t e ncie s - Par tici patin g and contrib ut ing:
A LL LEVELS

This competency is about being actively involved in the community. Students who participate and contribute
in communities have a sense of belonging and confidence to participate within new contexts. They
understand the importance of balancing rights, roles and responsibilities and of contributing to the quality
and sustainability of social, cultural, physical and economic environments.
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S e c tion 3 – Protec ti ng kiwi
This section aims to encourage a sense of responsibility through participation and action as we care for
kiwi and enhance their environment.

Su g g e st e d to pics an d focussi n g questi on s:

To pic

Objec ti ve

Focussing qu e stions

Human impacts
on kiwi

Learn about how
human activity has
impacted the kiwi,
both positively and
negatively.

• In what ways have human
activities harmed the kiwi?
• In what ways have people
helped the kiwi?

Ac tivity options

DESCRIPTIONS OVER PAGE

Brainstorm threats
Do worksheet 6
Spreading the word
Looking back
Study fact sheet 10

Reducing animal
pests

Pets and kiwi
don’t mix

Watching over
kiwi

Learn about how animal
pests are managed and
how volunteers can
help.

• How can people reduce the
impact of animal pests?
• How does this help the kiwi?

Study fact sheet 7
Ask an expert

• How does the rest of the forest
benefit?

Profile a pest

Understand how our
pets may impact kiwi
and learn how to reduce
the risks.

• Why are cats and dogs a threat
to kiwi?

Study fact sheet 9

Experience the kiwi in
its natural habitat.

• How do we know how the kiwi
are getting on?

• How can this threat be reduced?

• Why is it important to monitor
the population?

Helping with pest
control

Kiwi aversion for
dogs
Study fact sheet 8
Raising funds
Go on a field trip to
listen for kiwi
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Ac tivit ies for prote c ting kiwi
Brainstorm threats
Identify what you already know about threats to kiwi, what you need to find out, and how you can find the
information. Think about what you can do to help protect kiwi.
Spreading the word
Make a poster or give a presentation to explain the threats to kiwi and educate the public about what people
can do to help.
Looking back
Discuss/brainstorm in group or as a class why kiwi are limited to the areas where they currently live. Do
you think it was always this way, what has happened to cause this shrinkage of habitat area? Ask your
grandparents or kaumatua about how the area has changed. Research old maps about what the native forest
coverage was many years ago. Can we do anything about this?
Ask an expert
Invite the Kiwi Minder from Whakatāne Kiwi Trust or Department of Conservation to give a talk .
Profile a pest
Working individually or in groups, choose a pest (plant, insect or animal) and describe how it impacts the
environment. Share your findings with the class.
Helping with pest control
Visit a trap line with a volunteer and learn about what is involved in maintaining a trap line for stoats.
Organise a team of helpers to adopt a trap line that you can maintain and collect data from (what did you
catch and when?)
Kiwi aversion for dogs
Organise a kiwi aversion demonstration for your school gala day. Or organise a kiwi aversion training day that
people can attend. Advertise it in your school newsletter and on the radio.
Raising funds
Organise a fundraising activity to help with kiwi protection. You might like to: hold a mufti day or dress-up
day at your school; bake some biscuits or cakes and sell them; do jobs for your grandparents, parents, aunties
and uncles in exchange for a donation. Feeling crafty? Make jewellery, cushions, cards – whatever you like!
Sell them at the school fair, or to friends and family. What about a sponsored silence? Try going a day (or
more!) without talking. Get your family to sponsor you for each hour that you last.
Go on a field trip to listen for kiwi
Kiwi numbers can be monitored by listening to their calls. Go out to the bush one evening to listen for kiwi.
Use worksheet 17.

NOTE: The fact sheets and worksheets in this resource can be adapted as needed to suit activities in your
classroom.
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Fac t shee ts
Fact sheet 7 – Pest control		

page 43

Fact sheet 8 – Watching over kiwi		

page 45

Fact sheet 9 – Pets and kiwi don’t mix		

page 47

Fact sheet 10 – Kiwi on the road		

page 49

S t ud ent works hee ts
Worksheet 17 – Field trip: listening for kiwi

page 71

Material from other so urces
• Kiwis for kiwi, Kiwi forever kit – “Threatened booklet” (Why are kiwi declining, pg 20-21
What can people do to help pg 22-23 Yr4-8)
• LEARNZ website: www.learnz.org.nz
• Video – Kiwi health check http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yAy0rS2_DmQ&feature=player_embedded
• Protecting our native wildlife brochure - Natural born killers
http://www.doc.govt.nz/publications/conservation/threats-and-impacts/animal-pests/protecting-our-nativewildlife/natural-born-killers/
• Video clip about dogs and kiwi: http://www.kiwisforkiwi.org/news-media/video-gallery/any-dog-can-kill-kiwi/

Sch ool J o ur n a ls
• On the Mend, Zana Bell, Pt 03, No.2, 2005, Article, Guided Reading (12-14), Science, pgs 20-25
• Whai’s Kiwi, Whaimata Anaru, Pt 02, No.3, 1989, Story, Guided Reading (9-10), pgs 10-18
• Kiwi in the City, Phillipa Werry CN, No.2, 2000, Article, Technology, pgs 7-11
• A Friendly Kiwi, Rod Morris, Pt 01, No.3, 1980, Article, Guided Reading (9-10), Science, pgs 19-22
• Kiwi Dog, Pat Quinn, JJ, No.10, 1993, Article, Guided Reading (<8), Science
• Kiwi grub for Mohua, Iona McNaughton, Pt 01, No.2, 2007, Article, Guided Reading (9-10), Science,
pgs 8-12
• Gemma finds a Kiwi, Bill Keir, CN, No.2, 2000, Article, Science, pgs 2-6
• Maggie the Kiwi Dog, Sue Gibbison, Pt 04, No.1, 2009, Article, Guided Reading (8½-9½), Science,
pgs 25-31
• Trees for the Birds, Wanda Cowley, Pt 02, No.4, 1997, Article, Guided Reading (10-12), Science/Technology,
pgs 28-32
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S e c tion 3: C urricu lum Links
The activities in this section provide opportunities to satisfy the following curriculum requirements.

Sci e n ce – Li v i ng wor ld:
L e v e l TH R EE A ND FOUR

Ecology
Explain how kiwi are suited to their particular habitat and how they respond to environmental changes, both
natural and human-induced.

S o cia l Sci e n c e s:
Level FOUR

Understand how people participate individually and collectively in response to community challenges.

K e y co m p e t e ncie s - Par tici patin g and contrib ut ing:
A LL LEVELS

This competency is about being actively involved in the community. Students who participate and contribute
in communities have a sense of belonging and confidence to participate within new contexts. They
understand the importance of balancing rights, roles and responsibilities and of contributing to the quality
and sustainability of social, cultural, physical and economic environments.
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FACT SHEETS
These fact sheets support the topics listed in the
activity sections

FAC T S HEETS
1

Introducing kiwi

31

2

Meet the blonde beach babes

33

3

Life cycle of the North Island brown kiwi

35

4

New Zealand’s native forest

37

5

Plantation forests in New Zealand

39

6

Project area map

41

7

Pest control

43

8

Watching over kiwi

45

9

Pets and kiwi don’t mix

47

10

Kiwi on the road

49

Introducing kiwi
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A bo u t K iwi
The kiwi is an ancient bird found only in New Zealand. It is such a
strange bird that early explorers thought it might be an animal.
The kiwi is a flightless bird that lives its whole life on the ground and
sleeps inside a burrow. It has a plump body with no tail, very tiny wings
with short claws at the tip, and a long, sharp bill.
The kiwi is strong and it can run fast. On flat ground, it will outrun most
humans. It has sharp claws on its toes for digging and fighting.
The kiwi is nocturnal, which means it is active at night. To find food in the dark, the
kiwi has a strong sense of smell, good hearing and whiskers like a cat.
The kiwi is omnivorous, which means it eats a variety of plants and animals. It probes in the soil for
worms and grubs using its long bill. The kiwi also eats insects, spiders and berries that it finds on the ground.
The kiwi is loyal and it tends to mate for life. Kiwi couples keep in touch at night by calling out to each other. The
female kiwi will lay the eggs and the male will incubate them.
Kiwi are territorial, which means it has a distinct area that it calls home. Each territory is “owned” by a male kiwi
and its female mate. The pair will defend their territory by fighting with their sharp claws (usually the female
fights first).

K iwi are not l ike ot h e r bird s becau se they have:
• Unusual feathers – Their feathers feel like coarse hair.
• Heavy bones – Birds that fly need to be very light, so they have hollow bones. Because kiwi are designed for
running, not flying, their bones are filled with marrow like a mammal.
• Fully dressed chicks – The chicks of most birds are naked when they emerge from an egg. When kiwi chicks
hatch from their egg, they are fully covered in feathers (same as an adult kiwi) and are about the size of a
tennis ball.
• Nostrils on the tip of their bill – Kiwi are the only birds with nostrils at the tip of their bill. This helps them to
find grubs and worms deep in the soil.
• Low body temperature – Birds that fly require a huge amount of energy to get off the ground, so they have
a high body temperature. Because kiwi do not fly, they do not need such a high metabolism. Their body
temperature is low, like a mammal (about 38°c).
• Very large eggs – Kiwi have one of the largest egg-to-body weight
ratios of any bird. A mature kiwi egg is one-fifth of the kiwi female’s weight.
In human terms this would mean a 50 kilogram woman delivering a 10 kilogram baby!

D iff e r e n t t ype s o f kiwi
The scientific name for kiwi is Apteryx, which is a Latin word meaning “wingless”. (They do have wings, in fact, but
they are very small). Apteryx is used to describe the kiwi family as a whole. Scientists classify species using DNA.
There are five main species of kiwi:

Great
spotted kiwi
Apteryx
haastii

Little
spotted kiwi
Apteryx
owenii

WHE RE
THEY LIVE

North western corner
of South Island

Predator-free islands

SIZE OF
POPULATION

DIST INC T IVE
F EATU RES

Largest of the kiwi
family (3.3kg and 45cm
tall)
Smallest of the kiwi
family (1.3kg and 25cm
tall)

About 1500 birds.
Extinct on New
Zealand’s mainland

The most endangered
of the kiwi species
This kiwi is present at
Whakatāne

North Island
brown kiwi
Apteryx
mantelli

North Island reserves
and wilderness areas

Birds stand about
40cm tall. Females
weigh 2.8kg, males
weigh 2.2kg

Okarito
brown
kiwi (Rowi)
Apteryx rowi

West Coast of the
South Island at Okarito

Smallest of the brown
kiwi

Southern Fiordland
and Stewart Island

Also known as the
“common kiwi” it is
thought to be the
oldest form of kiwi.

Southern
brown kiwi
(Tokoeka)
Apteryx
australis

Less than 16,000
birds

About 25,000 birds

About 350 birds

About 20,000 birds

Can live in the
mountains

K iwi co usi ns
The kiwi is related to other flightless birds including ostriches of
Africa, emu of Australia, cassowary of Papua New Guinea and
extinct moa of New Zealand.
These birds are known as “ratites”.
Feral ca trap
t in

Kiwi

killed by dog

©R

The biggest threats to kiwi are animal predators that have
been introduced to New Zealand, like stoats, ferrets, rats, cats,
possums and dogs.
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Kiwi images courtesy of Department of Conservation

SPE C I ES

M E E T T H E B LO N D E
B E AC H BA B E S
F

ac

The kiwi around Whakatāne are North Island
brown kiwi.
Kiwi from this area have a blonde tinge
to their feathers, earning them the
nickname “blonde beach babes”. Staff at
Kiwi Encounter noticed this characteristic
when they started raising chicks from
Ōhope.

M ee t a fe w of our lo ca l kiwi:
T e H au
Te Hau is the first male kiwi identified in the reserve in 1999. He
became one of the founding fathers of kiwi recovery at Whakatāne.
Over 30 chicks from the nest of Te Hau and his mate have been
raised using Operation Nest EggTM and released back into the wild.
After being tracked and monitored for over 10 years, Te Hau is now
free to incubate his eggs in peace. He is still living in the reserve.

Two To e s an d Big A l
Two Toes and Big Al are the two other males of the founding kiwi
pairs. A whopping 56 of their chicks have been released back into
the core kiwi project area. They are still living with their female
mates in the reserve.

t Shee
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t

A ria
Aria is a North Island brown kiwi living on Moutohorā (Whale Island).
As a chick she was quite a noisy bird so the staff at Kiwi Encounter
chose the name Aria, which means song. Aria hatched on 4 October
2005 and was released on Moutohorā on 29 January 2006. She
was monitored up until November 2008 when her transmitter was
removed. Hopefully she’s now helping to grow the kiwi population
on the island.

P ourai t i and Pe g g y Sue
Pouraiti was an Operation Nest EggTM chick that was brought in from
Whirinaki so new genetics could be introduced into the Whakatāne
population. Not long after coming to the reserve, Pouriti found
himself a mate, even though he was very young. His female mate
turned out to be Peggy Sue, so named because she only had one
leg. She was an older female who had probably been caught in a
possum trap. When Pouraiti arrived in the forest, she went: “Woo
hoo, there’s a male kiwi in my territory”. They’ve been a successful
pair who has produced over 12 chicks.

Ko ru
Koru is Pouriati and Peggy Sue’s first chick. She was removed from
the nest as a newly hatched chick and taken to Kiwi Encounter
where she was raised in a safe environment. At the same time, the
rangers took an unhatched egg that was in the nest with Koru. The
egg was hatched in an incubator and her brother Punga emerged
(see below). When Koru was 1000 grams in weight, she was big
enough to fend for herself. Koru was released in the Mokorua Scenic
Reserve where she lives in the wild.

Pu n g a
Punga is the brother of Koru who hatched from the egg two weeks
after being taken to Kiwi Encounter. When Punga was big enough
to be released into the wild, he made his home next to the track
in Ōhope Scenic Reserve. Punga is wearing a transmitter so the
kiwi ranger can follow his footsteps. You can explore the territory
of Punga by taking the Kiwi Tracker field trip. Take this great
opportunity to follow Punga into the kiwi world.

L I F E C YC L E O F T H E N O R T H
ISLAND BROWN KIWI
F

ac

A du lt kiwi
• Kiwi couples share a
territory.
• They mate for life.
• Females are bigger
than males and have
longer bills.
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Mating

C arrying t he egg

• Mating takes place
between April and
June.
• Kiwi call to each other
in the night to identify
mates and territories.

• The female kiwi carries
the egg in her belly
while it forms.
• The egg can reach up
to one-fifth of her body
weight.
• Kiwi females have two
ovaries (unusual for
birds), so she will often
produce two eggs
about 10 days apart.

LE AVING T HE
BURROW
Chicks are very vulnerable
to attack by animals. Dad
provides some initial
protection, but chicks
leave the burrow within a
few days of hatching.

K iwi eggs

Hatching t he chick s
• Chicks hatch between
August and February.
• When two eggs are laid,
hatching is staggered (10-14
days apart)
• The chick breaks out of the
egg using its strong bill.
• The chick is about the size
of a tennis ball when it
emerges. (It is covered with
feathers and looks like a
small adult.)
• Dad doesn’t feed the chick.
The chick feeds on the large
yolk sack in the egg until it is
ready to leave the nest.

In cu bating
the egg
• Once Mum lays the
egg, Dad takes over.
• Dad sits on the egg to
keep it warm inside
the burrow. Normally
he has two eggs to
care for, so it can get
crowded!
• Incubation takes 70-80
days (twice as long as
most birds).
• Dad only leaves the
egg for an hour or two
while he feeds.

• Eggs are laid over
winter between July
and October in the
burrow.
• Eggs are about 120mm
long and have a
smooth, thin, white
shell.
• They are big for the
size of the bird. (Think
about the size of a
chicken egg, produced
by a bird of similar
size).
• The yolk takes up
almost three quarters
of the egg (bigger than
most birds).

Kiwi egg
Hen egg

X-ray of kiwi and egg

Kiwi eggs in reeds

Kiwi burrow

Egg size comparison

Kiwi chick hatching

N E W Z E A L A N D ’S
N AT I V E F O R E S T
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New Zealand is made up of small islands in a vast ocean. This isolation means that most of
our native species are completely different from those in other places.

aa

F or e s ts b e fo re pe o ple

H

New Zealand is unusual because there are no native land mammals, except for two species of bats.
With no land mammals, unique species of birds developed including the giant moa, the largest bird
ever to have existed. Also there was the world’s biggest eagle, the Haast’s eagle, which preyed on
other birds, like the kiwi and the kakapo.
ts
pott kiwi
ed

Unusual insects also developed like the giant weta, which is the largest insect of its kind in
the world.
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Many geological changes have happened in New Zealand in the last 80 million years.
Mountain ranges were pushed up, volcanic activity caused mountains and lakes to form,
and big changes in climate have occurred, including some very cold times in the ice ages.
Some plants and animals did not survive these changes. Others changed or adapted to these
different conditions and evolved into plants and animals that exist now. New Zealand’s native
forests are moist, dense and evergreen, with many vegetation layers. Most of our native plants
are found nowhere else in the world.

We
ta

W hat happe ne d wh e n pe op le arri ved?
When the first people arrived from Polynesia about 800 years ago, dense forest covered the land. The early Māori
burnt some of the forest to provide land for growing crops. They brought with them the kiore (rat) and kuri
(dog), which were predators of birds and animals that lived on the ground.
When the European settlers arrived in the early 1800s about two thirds of New Zealand was still covered in
forest. The new settlers burnt off more forests to provide pasture for sheep and cattle. They introduced animals
like cats, dogs, stoats and weasels that killed off the native birds; and possums, deer, goats and pigs that
destroyed the forests.
Many birds became extinct, or could only survive deep in the forests or on remote islands. Others, like the kiwi,
kokako, kaka and kereru, are threatened with extinction today unless we put time, effort and money into making
sure they survive.
Today native forest covers less than one quarter of New Zealand – much less than in the past. The forest, or bush
as we know it, is slowly changing. Action is needed to protect the forest and the places where native birds live.
This fact sheet is adapted from material supplied by the Department of Conservation

A bo u t t h e Ō h ope Sc e n ic R e s erve
The type of native forest in the Ōhope Scenic Reserve is known as “Coastal
Broadleaf Forest”. New Zealand’s coastal forest is made up of plants that
can tolerate salty winds from the sea. In northern regions, pōhutukawa
(Metrosideros excelsa) dominates the coastal forest. The reserve at Ōhope
contains one of the best examples of pōhutukawa forest on the New
Zealand mainland.
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Pōhutu

Other tree species in the forest include the puriri tree (Vitex lucens), which
has large compound leaves (made up of a number of leaflets), crimson
flowers and large red berries. It is related to the tropical mahogany.
Karaka (Corynocarpus laevigatus) is another common coastal tree. It has
simple dark green leaves and orange berries the size of small plums.
The reserve at Ōhope contains populations of the threatened plant
species, New Zealand daphne (Pimelea tomentosa) and the pepper plant
(Peperomia tetraphylla).
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In addition to North Island brown kiwi, the reserve provides habitat for
common native forest-dwelling bird species such as tui, bellbird, grey
warbler, North Island fantail, silvereye, long-tailed cuckoo, shining cuckoo
and morepork. Native lizards such as geckos and skinks are also present.
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All of these birds and reptiles provide a meal for introduced animals. The
pōhutukawa trees are also threatened by possums, who love the taste of
their leaves.

S

Bi o di ve r si t y – a de fini ti on
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Biodiversity is short for “biological diversity”. It describes the variety
of all life on land, in fresh water and in the sea.
Tu
i

The term “biodiversity” is used to describe the complex network of
life, where each species has a special role in nature.
New Zealand’s biodiversity is different from everywhere else in the
world, because of its isolation.
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Kiwi can survive and thrive in plantation
forests. Responsible forest managers
follow guidelines to protect the kiwi
during forest operations.
P l a n t in g cro ps of t re e s
New Zealand’s native forests were once logged for
wood. By the start of the 1900s, the government
realised that to have enough wood in the future,
they would need to plant new forests.
They planted exotic trees – species from overseas,
which are faster and easier to grow than native trees.
The most common species is radiata pine.
The new forests that were planted were managed as
crops. Just like people grow wheat and other crops
for food, trees are grown as crops to supply people
with wood.
The largest of the exotic forests, which was planted
by the government Forest Service, was Kaingaroa
State Forest. The Kaingaroa plains, in the middle of
the North Island, were perfect for planting a new
forest. They were fairly flat, had only grass and scrub,
and were not very good for farming.
Other exotic forests have been planted throughout
New Zealand, including many in the eastern Bay of
Plenty. The planted trees grow very quickly, much
faster than the tree species in native forests.
Native forests can now be protected because exotic
planted forests supply all the wood we need. These
new forests provide plenty of food and good cover
for kiwi.

H arv e s ting t he fo re s ts
Pine trees can usually be cut down after about 30
years and they are replaced with new seedlings.
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Planted forests produce wood for building and fibre
for making paper. Scientists are developing new
ways to use wood, including fuels and plastics.
Forestry is New Zealand’s third largest export earner
behind agriculture and tourism. The forest
Gia industry
nt we
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DOC
also employs many workers so it is an important
of the economy.
As long as a new tree is planted for every one that is
cut down, plantation forests provide a large supply
of renewable resources.

Other ben efi ts from
p l an tation fo rests
These days, plantation forests in New Zealand are
mostly managed by private forestry companies.
They are required to manage the forests in a way
that is good for the environment.
Forests are often used to prevent erosion in hilly
areas. They are also used for recreation (like pig
hunting, trout fishing and mountain biking).
Many native plants and animals can live among the
exotic trees, including the kiwi.

CASE STUDY

K iwi in p l antat ion f or e s ts
Once the planted trees are about 10 years old they
are big enough to support a healthy ecosystem
of plants and insect life. Kiwi often move in from
nearby native bush and shrub land to look for food
among the exotic trees. Some adult kiwi will find a
mate and make their homes in the exotic forest. In
some cases, kiwi will use both the exotic and native
forest habitats as part of their territories.

Thr e ats to kiwi in pl a ntati on
f o re s ts
The main threats faced by kiwi in plantation forests
are introduced predators, such as stoats, cats and
dogs. These threats are the same as any other type of
forest. However, plantation forests bring additional
hazards and risks once the time comes to harvest
trees.
Responsible forest managers follow guidelines
to protect kiwi during harvesting operations.
Harvesting crews in the area are taught to recognise
kiwi sign and they carry kiwi first aid kits, just in
case. Crews will often stop their operations as soon
as kiwi sign is identified. Once the kiwi is located
and steps are taken to protect it, harvesting can
continue. About 12 of the kiwi chicks moved to the
Ōhope Scenic Reserve were recovered from nests in
harvested forests.

H arvesting kiwi chick s

Rusty is a kiwi male who lives with his mate in
a Wainui pine forest. He was discovered when
the forest managers (PF Olsen Ltd) arranged
a kiwi survey to be done before harvesting.
When the kiwi rangers found Rusty, they put
a transmitter on him so they could track his
movements. Transmitters allow rangers to
work out when the kiwi are nesting.
By the time the harvesting crews were ready
to start work, it turned out that Rusty was
hard at work as well. He was incubating
eggs in his nest. To leave Rusty in peace, the
harvest manager moved the whole operation
to a different part of the forest for two or
three months until the eggs had hatched.
After Rusty had left the nest, the kiwi rangers
came in and moved his chicks to Ōhope
where they can grow up in a protected
environment. Meanwhile, Rusty and his mate
are still living happily in their home at Wainui.
The forest was felled around them and the
trees have been replanted. Rangers will
continue to monitor Rusty and make sure his
future chicks are kept safe.
Another kiwi called McCaw lives in a eucalypt
plantation. When he was discovered in a
kiwi survey, the kiwi ranger put a transmitter
on him. He is monitored in the same way
as Rusty. When the harvesting crew started
work on McCaw’s patch, they left a whole
lot of trees standing so McCaw wouldn’t be
disturbed.

N e w words to learn:
Plantation – A crop of trees or food that is
grown for human use.
Exotic – Originates from another country (not
native).
Harvest – The process of gathering a crop for
human use.

These are good examples of how logging
operations can be done in a way that helps to
protect kiwi.
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Traps and poisons are used to control predators in and around the Ōhope Scenic Reserve.
S toat co nt rol
Stoats are serious kiwi enemies. They attack nests
and kill kiwi chicks.
Once kiwi get above 1000g in weight they can
defend themselves against stoats.
To protect the chicks and young kiwi birds, a
network of 440 stoat traps are maintained by
volunteers all year round in the reserve.
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There is one trap for every 2 hectares inside the
reserve. Outside the reserve, there is a trap every
7 or 8 hectares.
Ferrets and wild cats can also get trapped because
they are attracted to the same bait as the stoats.
These animals are also a threat to kiwi.
At least three adult kiwi are known to have been
killed by cats in the reserve.

Ro d e n t a nd po s sum co nt rol
Rats, mice and possums compete with kiwi for food,
especially when conditions are dry.
Within the Ōhope Scenic Reserve rats and possums
are controlled using poison in bait stations.
Bait stations are plastic containers attached to trees
that are filled with toxic bait. They keep bait in good
condition and keep birds from eating it.

Poisons are only used prior to the kiwi nesting
season. If animal numbers are low, the poison
operation is not needed.

olu
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Rats and possums visit the bait station to feed.
There are 2000 bait stations spaced at 75m intervals
through the forest. They are filled by a contractor
who is licensed to handle the toxic baits.
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K e e p i n g kiwi o ut of traps
Kiwi and other flightless birds (like weka) often get
caught in traps set on the ground.
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Possum trappers are asked to follow guidelines to
protect kiwi and weka in Whakatāne and Eastern
Bay of Plenty regions. These guidelines are available
from the Department of Conservation (DOC).
Leg-hold traps can be set above the
ground. The best way is to use nails
or brackets to mount the trap on
a tree, between 35cm and 70cm
from the ground.
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Leg hold and live-capture traps
must be checked every day.
If a kiwi or weka is injured by a trap,
Rat
it must be taken to a vet as soon as
in trap
possible. If you find a bird in a trap, remove
it, keep it safe and contact your local DOC office
immediately.
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Transmitters are often used to keep track of where kiwi are living. Chicks are fitted with
transmitters so rangers can check on their health. Most of the time, these transmitters are
removed when the chick is big enough to fend for themselves. Sometimes the transmitters
are left on adult birds so rangers can monitor their movements.
H an d s o ff approach
The rangers working at the Ōhope Scenic Reserve
do not interfere with the natural breeding of the
kiwi in the park. Kiwi are left to breed, lay and hatch
their chicks. The eggs are not taken from the parents.
Once the chicks have hatched some are fitted with
transmitters and monitored for survival. Any chicks
that are in trouble and need extra care may get sent
to “kiwi hospital” at Kiwi Encounter, Rotorua.
Every two or three years, rangers do a call census.
This involves listening for calls so the numbers and
locations of kiwi can be estimated by their calls.
Some of the individual kiwi have distinctive calls that
can be recognised. Young birds can be identified
because their voices are a bit warbly.

K iwi h ea lth che ck
Each year there are health checks for the kiwi within
the project area. This involves tracking down kiwi
fitted with electronic transmitters.
The kiwi are weighed, measured and the information
is recorded.
A healthy kiwi has a better chance of protecting
itself from predators and is more likely to be
successful at breeding.

M I C RO C HI PPING
Every kiwi that is caught and monitored has a tiny
microchip inserted under it skin. This allows the kiwi
to be easily identified throughout its life.
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Tracki n g b ird s
When a kiwi is released into the forest, a radio
transmitter is often fitted to its leg. This does not
cause any harm to the bird and they soon get used
to it being there.
Transmitters are used by the rangers to track down
where the kiwi are.
The transmitters also let the rangers know if the
kiwi has not moved for a long time. From the signals
received the rangers can tell if:
• a kiwi may be in trouble
• a kiwi might be sitting on an egg
The transmitters can last for between six and twelve
months.

H ow t he t rans mit t e rs work
The transmitter sends a signal to a hand-held
receiver which is attached to an aerial.
Rangers follow the signals through the bush and will
locate exactly where each kiwi lives. Tracking is done
during the day when kiwi are asleep.

W h e n t e ch no lo gy fai ls
Sometimes a transmitter stops working or even falls
off the leg of the kiwi.
When this happens, specially trained dogs can be
used to sniff out the kiwi. Tracking dogs always wear
muzzles over their nose and mouth to ensure they
can never accidentally hurt a kiwi.

CASE STUDY

The kiwi trackers located and carried out an annual health check on one of the young males, Aotearoa.
He was in good shape, and was old enough to start a family. A few nights later he was heard calling,
unfortunately no female replied.... yet.

PETS AND KIWI
DON’T MIX
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Kiwi don’t just live in forests - they could be in
long grass, over-grown vegetation, or farmland.
Just because you don’t see kiwi doesn’t mean
they are not there.
Any dog, whatever the size, no matter how
friendly or well trained, can kill a kiwi. It is not
their fault, kiwi smell great to dogs and they run
when chased. What is a dog to do?

Yo u can h e lp prot ec t our
kiwi, it ’s e as y:
• Make sure your dogs never go where kiwi are
most likely to live.
• Keep your dog under control – tied up or in an
enclosure when you are not around; and on a
lead or under close supervision when with you.
• Make sure your dog is well trained – obedience
courses can help.
• Report stray or wandering dogs to the Whakatāne
District Council Animal Control Officer.
• Have your dogs kiwi aversion trained. This works
best when the dog is well trained, and doesn’t
replace the need for dog control.

y do
Kiwi killed b

g

Hun ting D ogs
• Train pups in areas where you know there are no
kiwi.
• Use radio tracking collars on your dogs.
• Never hunt at night, or leave dogs in the bush.
• Report lost dogs to the landowners and the
Department of Conservation.
If you own a dog, it is your legal responsibility to
keep it away from kiwi.
If you find a kiwi that has been injured, act fast.
Please take it to a vet or the Department of
Conservation straight away. Kiwi are fragile and
need our help to survive.

Av ia n Avo ida n c e a n d
Aware n e ss Train ing
All dogs love the smell of kiwi and kiwi are very
prone to dog attacks because they live on the
ground.
Dogs can be trained to leave kiwi alone. This training
is called “avian aversion and awareness training” and
a local contractor is running it.
During the training dogs are exposed to kiwi
feathers and poo. As soon as they show interest,
they are given an electric shock. This teaches the
dog to avoid kiwi in the future. Training only takes
ten minutes.
Go to www.whakatanekiwi.org.nz for information on
dates and venues.

Co n t ro lle d Do g A re as
Ōhope, Kōhi Point and Mokorua Scenic
Reserves are all “No Dog Zones” under
Whakatāne District Council bylaws. People
found with dogs in one of these reserves
will face prosecution and a $300 fine per dog.

W hat a bou t cats?
Cats can pose a threat to kiwi. At least three adult
kiwi are known to have been killed by cats in the
reserve. Feral cats are often caught in stoat traps.
Cat owners living near the reserve are asked to keep
their cats inside at night.
Cat owners are urged to neuter their pets and to
consider not replacing their cat when it dies.

PESTS NOT PETS
Some people like to keep ferrets, rats, possums
or wallabies as pets.
All of these wild animals cause harm to the
environment and should be viewed as pests.
By keeping these animals as pets, people
create the belief that they are cute and
harmless. Don’t be fooled by appearances!

KIWI ON THE ROAD
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Take a second glance!
In the kiwi zone you are more likely to see
a kiwi on the road than a possum.
Drivers must take care.

Signs and kiwi
road markings let
you know you are
entering the kiwi
zone

Kiwi are not very smart at crossing roads. It is up to
us to watch out for them. Drivers need to be aware
that kiwi are in the area and heed the warning signs.
If you do hit a kiwi, or see an injured kiwi on the
road, keep it safe and contact the Department of
Conservation or a vet immediately.
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Kiwi killed by vehicle (photo © Rod Morris)

Kiwi killed by vehicle at ōhiwa
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STUDENT
WORKSHEETS
These student worksheets support the topics listed
in the activity sections.
Many of these worksheets are sourced/adapted from
the LEARNZ website (www.learnz.co.nz).

WO RK SHEETS
Teacher information for LEARNZ worksheets

53

1

Meet a kiwi

54

2

Kiwi features

55

3

About kiwi

56

4

What kiwi eat

57

5

Problem solution

58

6

Threats to kiwi poster

59

7

Kiwi species

60

8

Kiwi crossword

62

9

Do the numbers – kiwi recovery

63

10 How the kiwi lost his wings

64

11 Kiwi field trip

65

12 Threats to birds

66

13 Colour me - forest

67

14 Word find

68

15 The wandering kiwi

69

16 Building a weta motel

70

17 Field trip: listening for kiwi
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TE ACH E R I N F O R MATION F OR le arn z
WO RKSHEETS
Wo rk s h ee t 1: M ee t a Kiwi

Wo rk s h ee t 5: p roblem solution

Curriculum Area: Science, Level 2

Curriculum Area: Science, Level 3-4

Strand: Living World

Strand: Nature of Science

Fact sheets: Introducing kiwi, Life cycle.

Fact sheets: New Zealand’s Native forest, Pest control, Pets and
kiwi don’t mix, Kiwi on the road.

Achievement Aim:
Ecology - Level 1-2: Recognise that living things are suited to
their particular habitat.
Life Processes - Levels 1-2: Recognise that all living things have
certain requirements so they can stay alive.

Achievement Aim:
Participating and Contributing- Level 3-4: Use their growing
science knowledge when considering issues of concern to
them.

Learning Intention: Students will identify the key physical
features of a kiwi.

Learning Intention: Students will be able to identify problems
and suggest solutions regarding the kiwi.

Wo rk s h ee t 2: KIWI F E ATURES
Curriculum Area: Science, Level 2

Wo rk s h ee t 6: THR EATS TO KIWI
POSTER

Strand: Living World

Curriculum Area: Science, Level 2-3

Fact sheets: Introducing kiwi, Life cycle.

Strand: Nature of Science

Achievement Aim:
Ecology - Level 1-2: Recognise that living things are suited to
their particular habitat.
Life Processes - Levels 1-2: Recognise that all living things have
certain requirements so they can stay alive.

Fact sheets: Pest control, Pets and kiwi don’t mix.

Learning Intention: Students will identify the features of a
kiwi.

Wo rk s h ee t 3: A BO U T KIWI
Curriculum Area: Science, Level 3
Strand: Living World

Achievement Aim:
Ecology - Level 1-2: Recognise that living things are suited to
their particular habitat. Level 3-4: Explain how living things
are suited to their particular habitat and how they respond
to environmental changes, both natural and human-induced.
Participating and Contributing - Levels 1-2: Explore and act on
issues and questions that link their science learning to their
daily living. Level 3-4: Use their growing science knowledge
when considering issues of concern to them.
Learning Intention: Students will design and draw a poster
that makes people more aware of the animal threats to the
kiwi’s survival.

Fact sheets: Introducing kiwi, Life cycle.
Achievement Aim:
Ecology - Level 3-4: Explain how living things are suited to their
particular habitat and how they respond to environmental
changes, both natural and human-induced.
Life Processes - Levels 3-4: Recognise that there are life
processes common to all living things and that these occur in
different ways.
Learning Intention: Students will complete a chart by writing
or drawing what they know about kiwi from looking at the fact
sheets.

Wo rk s h ee t 4: WHAT KIWI EAT

Wo rk s h ee t 11: K iwi field tri p
BNZ Operation Nest Egg for Kiwi TM
Level 4
Fact sheets: Introducing kiwi, Life cycle.
AO2: Investigate and describe special features of animals or
plants which help survival into the next generation.
Student Learning Outcome: Students will be able to gather
information on the Kiwi reproductive process and how
Operation Nest EggTM is helping kiwi to survive to the next
generation.

Curriculum Area: Science, Level 3
Strand: Living World

Wo rk s h ee t 12: T HR E ATS TO BIRDS

Fact sheets: Introducing kiwi

Curriculum Area: Science, 4

Achievement Aim:
Ecology - Level 3-4: Explain how living things are suited to their
particular habitat and how they respond to environmental
changes, both natural and human-induced.

Strand: Living World

Learning Intention: Students will identify a range of foods
that make up a kiwi diet.

AO4: Students identify which different events threaten our
native birds or have done so in the past.
Assessment focus: identification of the specific impacts of
human actions.
Learning Intention: The students will identify how different
events threaten (or have threatened) our native birds.
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Meet a Kiwi
Meet a Kiwi
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Achievement
t Aim:

W

Science, Level 2

Living World

C ycle | Diet | Threats

Curriculum Area:
Strand:
Background Pages: Kiwi Features | Kiwi Life
Ecology - Level
1-2: Level
Recognise
living things
their
particular
habita t.
Science,
2 that Living
World are suitedCto
ycle
| Diet
| Threats
Life Processes - Levels 1-2: Recognise that all living things have certain requirements so they
can stay alive.
Ecology - Level 1-2: Recognise that living things are suited to their particular habita t.

M ee t a Kiwi

Achievement Aim:
Learning Intention:

Life Processes - Levels 1-2: Recognise that all living things have certain requirements so they
Students will
identify
the key physical features of a kiwi.
can
stay alive.

Allhave
birds
have feathers,
a beak,
legs
andthe
feet.
these
parts
this
Intention:
Students
will
identify
keyLabel
physical
features
a kiwi.
1.1. AllLearning
birds
feathers,
wings,wings,
a beak,
legs
and
feet.
Label
these
parts
onofon
this
kiwikiwi.
.

1. All birds have feathers, wings, a beak, legs and feet. Label these parts on this kiwi.

2.2. Kiwi and
are nocturnal.
This means
they are
at night.
Kiwikakapo
and kakapo
are nocturnal.
This means
theyactive
are active
at night. Use this picture of a kakapo and a
(a) Use this picture
of
a
kakapo
and
a
kiwi
and
draw
lines
to
match
at least
parts
of their
kiwi and draw lines to match at least 5 parts of their bodies
eg.5leg
to leg
etc. bodies eg. leg to leg
etc.
2. Kiwi and kakapo are nocturnal. This means they are active at night.
(a) Use this picture of a kakapo and a kiwi and draw lines to match at least 5 parts of their bodies eg. leg to leg
etc.

3. Now look at the drawings to find out if these sentences are correct. Tick the correct sentences.
(b) Kiwi have a long beak.
(a) Kakapo have shorter legs than kiwi.
3. Now look at the drawings to find out if these sentences are correct. Tick the correct sentences.
(c) Kiwi have long tail feathers.
(d) Kakapo have bigger wings than kiwi.
(b)are
Kiwi
have aTick
long
3. (a) Kakapo
Now look
at the
drawings
to find
out if these sentences
correct.
thebeak.
correct sentences.
have
shorter
legs than
kiwi.
(c) Kiwi
have
tailover
feathers.
Kakapo
haveatbigger
wings than kiwi.
(e) Challenge:
thislong
sheet
and draw a kakapo and a kiwi (d)
looking
the pictures.
qTurn
Kakapo have shorter legs than kiwi.
q without
Kiwi have a long beak.
4. Fill(e)
in Challenge:
the gaps using
each
these
words
Turn
this of
sheet
over
andonly
drawonce:
a kakapo and a kiwi without looking at the pictures.
q Kiwi have
long tail feathers.
q Kakapo have bigger wings than kiwi.

smell

whiskers

tail

hearing

feathers

bill

legs

wings

4. Fill in the gaps using each of these words only once:
Challenge:
Turn thiswhiskers
sheet over andtail
draw ahearing
kakapo and feathers
a kiwi withoutbill
looking
at the pictures.
smell
legs
wings

Kiwi are flightless birds. They have tiny ________ and no ________. Kiwi have a very long _______
that they Kiwi
use for
food.
Their
cat-like
helpnothem
to find their
dark.
aregetting
flightless
birds.
They
have_____________
tiny ________ and
________.
Kiwiway
haveinathe
very
long _______
in the
gaps
using defend
each
of these
only_____________
once:
thatFill
they
usehelp
for getting
food.
Theirwords
cat-like
help good
them to
find of
their
way in the dark.
Their4.strong
______
them
against
predators.
Kiwi have a very
sense
________
smell
whiskers
tail
hearing
feathers Kiwi
billhave legs
wings
Their
strongThey
______
help
defend
against predators.
a very good
sense of ________
and ____________.
have
softthem
_____________.

and ____________. They have soft _____________.

Kiwi are flightless birds. They have tiny
Kiwi have a very long

and no

.

that they use for getting food.
help them to find their way in the dark. Their strong

Their cat-like

help them defend against predators. Kiwi have a very good sense of
and

. They have soft

.
© Copyright LEARNZ
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Below is an outline of a kiwi. Draw and/or label the features listed in the box below onto this drawing.

wing

bill

nostril

feet

ear opening

feathers

claws

© Copyright LEARNZ
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About Kiwi
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Curriculum Area:
Science, Level 3

Strand:
Living World

Background Pages: Kiwi Species | Kiwi
Features | Kiwi Life C ycle | Diet | Threats

A BO U T KIWI

Achievement Aim:

Ecology - Level 3-4: Explain how living things are suited to their particular habitat and how
they respond to environmental changes, both natural and human-induced.
Life Processes - Levels 3-4: Recognise that there are life processes common to all living things
and that these occur in different ways.

Learning Intention:

Students will complete a chart by writing or drawing what they know about kiwi from looking
at the background pages.

What have you found out about the Kiwi?
a)

Finish the chart using the information you are given about the Kiwi. Some parts have
been started for you.

Food facts
Kiwi eat grubs and worms

Types of kiwi

Where kiwi live

b)

Features
Kiwi cannot fly

Dangers

Breeding facts

Write down any other things you found out about kiwi that are not on your chart.

______________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

© Copyright LEARNZ
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Curriculum Area:
Science, Level 3

What Kiwi Eat

Strand:
Living World

Background Pages: Diet
OR
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WHAT
KIWI EATEcology - Level 3-4: Explain how living things are suited to their particular habitat
4 and how
Achievement Aim:
W

they respond to environmental changes, both natural and human-induced.



Learning Intention:

1

Students will identify a range of foods that make up a kiwi’s diet.

Fill in the gaps in the mindmap below.
1. Fill the gaps in the mind map below.
Slugs
Caterpillars

Molluscs
Insects

Worms

Plants

Seeds

Kiwi

2

List other interesting facts about kiwi diets:
2. Other interesting facts about the kiwi’s diet
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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P ROBLEM SOLUTION

Complete this chart to show six reasons why the kiwi is endangered. List ways of solving these problems.

Why are kiwi
endangered?

© Copyright LEARNZ
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Choose one of the animal threats to the kiwi from the following list:					
rats
possums
stoats, ferrets or weasels
dogs
cats
•

Find out more information about this animal threat.

•

Design and draw a poster that makes people aware of this threat to kiwi survival.

•

In your poster show ways that you can think of that may help to:
i control the animal threat
ii lower the numbers of that animal threat
iii remove the animal threat completely

•

You may use the box below to plan your poster

PLANNING BOX FOR POSTER
My animal threat is: __________________________

© Copyright LEARNZ
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KIWI SPE CI ES
See fact sheet 1 ‘Introducing kiwi’
Cut out all the boxes and match up the information.
Show where the different kiwi occur on the map

SPE CI ES

60

W H E RE
T H EY L IVE

DI ST I NC TIVE
F EAT U RES

SIZE OF
POPULATION

Southern brown
kiwi (Tokoeka)
Apteryx australis

North Island
reserves and
wilderness areas

Little spotted
kiwi
Apteryx owenii

North western
corner of South
Island

About 25,000
birds

Less than 16,000
birds

Great spotted
kiwi
Apteryx haastii

Okarito brown
kiwi (Rowi)
Apteryx row

Smallest of the kiwi
family (1.3kg and
25cm tall). The most
endangered of the
kiwi species

About 1500
birds. Extinct on
New Zealand’s
mainland

About 350 birds

Largest of the
kiwi family
(3.3kg and 45cm
tall)

About 20,000
birds

Smallest of the
brown kiwis.

Also known as the
“common kiwi” it
is thought to be
the oldest form of
kiwi. Can live in the
mountains.

This kiwi is present
at Whakatāne. Birds
stand about 40cm
tall. Females weigh
2.8kg, males weigh
2.2kg

North Island
brown kiwi
Apteryx mantelli

West Coast of
the South Island
at Okarito

Predator-free
islands

Southern
Fiordland and
Stewart Island
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KIWI CROSSWORD

Acro s s
1. Type of kiwi found in the North Island (5)
5. Birds that can’t fly are called _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ birds (10)
7. A kiwi has _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ to help find its way in the dark (8)
8. These are found on the toes and tiny wings of the kiwi (5)

D own
1. A kiwi uses this to probe for food (4)
2. Located at the end of a kiwi bill, used to smell (8)
3. Kiwi typically lay 1 to 2 of these a year (4)
4. Looks like fur (8)
5. Number of toes on a kiwi foot (4)
6. New Zealand’s bird icon (4)
© Copyright LEARNZ
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The objective of this activity is to get students to solve problems and conduct statistical investigations based on
chick numbers.

P o p u l atio n g raph
Use population data to draw a line graph showing how the kiwi population in Whakatāne has grown over time.
This data is based on the number of known surviving chicks.

Number
of Kiwi

2001/02

2

2002/03

11

2003/04

17

2004/05

23

2005/06

40

2006/07

55

2007/08

72

2008/09

101

2009/10

122

2010/11

145

2011/12

177

200
180
160
140

Number of Kiwi

Season
(year)

120
100
80
60
40
20

2011/12

2010/11

2009/10

2008/09

2007/08

2006/07

2005/06

2004/05

2003/04

2002/03

2001/02

0

Season (year)

Mat he mat ical pro b le m (suitable for older students)
If kiwi chicks are not protected from animal predators, only 5% of them will make it to the age of two years.
Question: If the students in your classroom were unprotected kiwi chicks, how many of them would still be alive
today? (Work out percentages)
In the Ōhope Scenic Reserve, in a good year about 85% of kiwi survive to maturity, because they are well protected
from animal predators.
Question: If the students in your classroom were kiwi chicks in the protected reserve, how many of them will
grow up to be adults? (Work out percentages)
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How the kiwi lost his wi ngs
Tanemahuta walked through the forest one day and noticed that the trees were starting to
sicken, as bugs were eating them. So he talked to his brother, Tanehokahoka, who called
all the birds of the air together.
Tanemahuta spoke to the birds, explaining that something was eating the trees, and
that he needed one of the birds to come down from the forest roof and live on the
forest floor. So he asked, “Who will come?”All was quiet, and not a bird spoke.
Tanehokahoka then turned to the Tui and asked whether he would come down to the forest
floor, but the Tui saw the cold damp forest floor and shuddered. Tanehokahoka then asked the
Pukeko and then the Pipiwharauroa but they too said no.
All was quiet again, and not a bird spoke. A great sadness fell in Tanehokahoka’s heart – for he knew
that if one of the birds did not come down, not only would his brother lose his trees, but the birds
would have no home.
Tanehokahoka then turned to the Kiwi.
“E kiwi, will you come down from the forest roof?”
Kiwi looked up at the trees and saw the sun filtering through the leaves. Kiwi then looked at the
cold, damp earth. Looking around once more, he turned to Tanehokahoka and said, “I will.”
There was great joy in the hearts of Tanehokahoka and Tanemahuta, for this little bird was
giving them hope.
But Tanemahuta felt he should warn the kiwi of what would happen.
“E kiwi, do you realise that if you do this, you will have to grow thick, strong legs
so that you can rip apart logs on the ground? That you will lose your beautiful
coloured feathers and wings so that you will never be able to return to the
forest roof? You will never see the light of day again.”
All was quiet, and not a bird spoke.
Kiwi took one last look at the sun filtering through the trees
and said a silent goodbye. Kiwi also took one last look at
the other birds, their wings and their coloured feathers
and said a silent goodbye. Looking around once more, he
turned to Tanehokahoka and said, “I will.”

Source: KiwiNewZ ‘How the Kiwi Lost his Wings’. http://www.
kiwinewz.com/html/losewing.htm (Text altered and abridged).
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Read fact sheet 1 about kiwi
1. Sketch a kiwi here and label the external and internal features that are typical of these flightless birds.

2. List reasons why kiwi are under threat.

4. List 5 things that we can do to help the kiwi survive

a)

a)
b)

b)

c)
d)

c)

e)

d)

5. How does the Operation Nest EggTM Kiwi Recovery
Programme work? Make notes about the steps and
facilities in the programme. Write up your notes into a
brief newspaper report about ONE for your local paper
or your school newsletter.

3. From your list in (2) above state which factor has
had the biggest impact on kiwi numbers? Give a
reason
Factor

Reason

© Copyright LEARNZ
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T HR E ATS TO B IRDS

This task is about identifying how different events threaten (or have threatened) our native birds.
Instructions:
1.
2.

Read the fact sheet about kiwi.
Tick the boxes to show which events affect (or have affected) each of these native New Zealand birds.
K iwi

K aka

Tui

B ellb ird

An endangered
flightless bird living
in bush and forests

An endangered
member of the
parrot family that
nests in hollows in
trees

A protected bird
species that nests in
trees

A protected native
tree nesting bird.

hu man
far ming
ac tivities

EVENT

hunted by
humans fo r
food
killed by
predators
for est
clearan ce
loss of
breeding
grounds

NOTES:

© Copyright LEARNZ
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Wo rd find
Find what lives in the forest

E

C
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T
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P
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P
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O
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G

U
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P

P

A

R
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T
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W

X

D
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X
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E

I

W

N

B

E

R

R

I

E

S

A

F

R

M

A

A
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R
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All sorts of things live in the forest. Find the following
hidden up, down, sidewards and diagonally:
BERRIES
FANTAIL
FERN
HUHU
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LIZARD
MOREPORK
POHUTUKAWA

PURIRI
SPIDER
TUI
WETA
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Over at Wainui there is a kiwi called Te Kooti. A few years ago, a dog killed six kiwi in the area. One of
the birds killed was Te Kooti’s female. For four years Te Kooti lived alone and didn’t breed.
In 2012 he started breeding again. He and his new mate had built their home under a pampas bush on
a farm. His mate turned out to be Ahi who was from Ōhope.
Ahi had gone missing from the reserve in 2007. She must have been feeling lonely as well, so she went
searching for a mate.
Ahi walked for miles through farmland and cutover pine forest. She escaped all manner of dangers:
crossing roads, avoiding dogs and fighting off stoats.
Amazingly, after walking for over 20km, she hooked up with Te Kooti. This was a marriage made in
heaven.

Ac t i vi t y:
Draw the route that Ahi may have taken to find Te Kooti. Identify the dangers she may have met along the way.
Make up a story about Ahi and Te Kooti or create a picture book showing some of the adventures Ahi might have
had on her journey.
Can you make your story into a play, puppet show or video?

Ohope Scenic Reserve

Waiotane Scenic Reserve

!!

Legend

! Ahi & Te Kooti
Conservation Reserves

Ahi's wanderings map
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Bui l di ng a we ta motel

The objective of this activity is to teach students how
certain species can be used to indicate forest health.

A bo u t w e ta
Weta are our very own little living dinosaurs and are under
threat from habitat destruction and predation.
Weta are nocturnal (like kiwi). They mostly are herbivores
but will eat the occasional insect they stumble upon. Weta
are an important part of any functioning ecosystem.
Weta are eaten by many predators, both native and
introduced. Weta can be used as indicator species for
monitoring the “health” of forest ecosystems and the
impact of poisoning programmes targeting introduced
predators.

W hy bui l d a mot e l?
Weta live in holes but there really aren’t that many holes in
trees. That’s why weta dig under stones or chew through
rotten logs to make their homes.
Weta motels are no-fuss homes for weta. They find one,
crawl in and relax.
Weta motels provide a useful tool for the study of
population dynamics and behaviour of weta.

H ow to b uild a m ot e l
Use any sort of light, dry, untreated wood to build your
weta motel.

BASIC WETA MOTEL DESIGN
Only the essential features are given on the diagram. This is for a motel of 10 units (i.e. it is a lot
longer than shown here) but they can be any size from a single gallery. The larger gallery should
be at the top – it seems the most popular location. Construction optional, but for best results, keep
roughly to dimensions of holes and galleries. Place at about eye-level on tree trunk or fence, in
shady location. If no weta appear in several months, try another location.
tin roof

Install them on trees on your school grounds or along
tracks in the bush. Hang or tie the motel in a tree in a
shady spot at about eye level.

two lengths 100x25
laminated with gapfilling glue

Keep an eye on who moves in.
BASIC MOTEL: You can make a basic
bamboo version, or a luxury wooden
structure depending how flash you want
to get. A simple motel can be easily made
by cutting a large length of bamboo
into sections so the bamboo joint forms
the roof of the motel. Tie the piece of
bamboo vertically onto a tree with a
cable tie or piece of string and it’s done –
a 1 star weta motel complete.
5 STAR MOTEL: If you want to make a 5 star wooden
motel see the instructions on www.doc.govt.nz/gettinginvolved/home-and-garden/build-a-weta-motel - you will
probably need an adult to help you with this one.
Motel instructions and images sourced and adapted from www.doc.govt.nz.
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perspex sheet covering
galleries as a window
Cover board keeps galleries
dark during daylight hours –
can be hinged or attached by
two bolts with wing nuts

large gallery 80x50x25

16 mm dia entrance hole

section AA
small gallery 80x20x25

hook or hasp for closing
Note: for five star quality units,
attach a strip of soft rubber
window seal around edge of
cover board to exclude all light
when closed.

Produced by George Gibbs, Victoria University of Wellington.
Ph: +64 4 562 0992 or email: george-gibbs@vuw.ac.nz

Section AA
Entrance holes (16 mm dia)
should be drilled after glue
fully set

F i el d trip: Li stening fo r kiwi
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This field activity gives students experience in listening for kiwi in the forest and recording monitoring data.
Refer to fact sheet 8: “Watching over kiwi.”

B e st t i m e to go
• April, May or June. Four days either side of the full moon. Half an hour after dusk.

Method
• Explain that the purpose of call monitoring is to get an idea of how many kiwi are in an area.
• Go to a suitable listening spot as directed by your guide or in the Kiwi Tracker workbook.
• Give students a call sheet so they can record what they hear in that location.

R e so urc e s
• Kiwi call scheme cards
• Monitoring sheets

H ow to us e t he r eco rding shee t
It is important that everyone collects the same information and in the same way each time a survey is carried
out. Without careful recording we will not be able to use the data we collect to learn about the health of our kiwi
populations.
Observer – Fill in your name.
Location – Describe where you are.
Grid Reference – Locate where you are on a map or use a GPS.
Noise – This is a subjective score of interference to listening caused by strong wind, river, waterfall or sea noise,
talking by non-listening members of the party or noise from other animals, e.g. cattle mooing or frogs croaking.
Avoid these conditions wherever possible.
Moonlight – Describe the amount of moonlight. Some previous studies of North Island brown kiwi showed that
these birds call less often on bright, moonlit nights.
Listening coverage – When listening from a ridge on a calm night choose ‘wide’ as the descriptive term. When
listening from a campsite in a gully underline ‘narrow’. Listening in a gully with a noisy creek and pouring rain…
forget it!
Major habitat types – Mark with a maximum of three categories of vegetation types found within the zone of
listening.
Minutes listened – Total the time listened in minutes. The number of calls will be expressed as number of calls
per hour.
Calls – Record the direction, distance and sex of the kiwi calls.
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RESOURCES

R ESO URC ES
Evaluation assessment activities

75

Recommended resources

75

Websites

78

Kiwi tracker walk workbook

79

E valuat ion Assessment Ac t ivi ti es
• LEARNZ (www.learnz.co.nz)
About Kiwi – Print and Copy Activities, Kiwi, Central North Island 2008
• BNZ Kiwi Forever Resource Kit
Kiwi Facts: True or False, Kiwi Activity pack

R E COMMEND ED RESOURCES
Senior
• Ask an Expert Archives - LEARNZ, Kiwi Central North Island 2008 Term 4
• Kiwi Videos – follow the team from each day of the field trip to Tongariro National Forest LEARNZ, Kiwi Central North

Island 2008 Term 4
• The Incredible Kiwi, Neville Peat Random and Wild South, factual, more advanced than his New Zealand’s Remarkable

Bird, excellent for teacher resource

Books at Whakatāne Library
See Whakatāne Public Library (Adult and Junior non fiction) 598.54 to .58
•

A Kiwi Has No Wings – good Y1 or Early Childhood, FACTUAL

•

Kiwi: New Zealand’s Remarkable Bird, FACTUAL, excellent as teacher resource and Y5+

•

Little Spotted Kiwi, good for Y4+

•

The Kiwi, John Lockyer, good photos and general facts, middle school

•

Kiwi, Jenny Jones, Reed Publishing, good

•

The Kiwi, Ormiston Walker, McMillan Publishers, good

•

Kiwi Hunter, Sid Marsh – teacher or secondary

•

Kiwi, Pauline Radley Kangaroo Press, Junior to 8 yrs, FACTUAL, good

•

The Incredible Kiwi, Neville Peat Random and Wild South, FACTUAL. more advanced than his New Zealand’s
Remarkable Bird - excellent for teacher resource

•

Kiwi – the real story, Annemari Florian and Heather Hunt.

Other Resource Books - Kiwis for kiwi, Kiwi Forever Kit
• Forest Lore of the Māori, E Best, 1997
• Māori Proverbs, AE Brougham & AW Reed, 1987
• The Natural World of the Māori, M Orbell, 1996
• Te Aho Tapu, M Pendergrast, 1997
• Māori Bird Lore, M Riley, 2001
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• Readers Digest Complete Book of NZ Birds, CJR Robertson, 1985
• Weaving a Kakahu, D Te Kanawa, 1992
• Nga Puna Roimata o Te Arawa, Te Papa Tongarewa, 1993
• Kiwi, Jenny Jones & Rod Morris, ISBN 1869487362
• Kiwi Beware, John Lockyer & Jonathon Huntley, ISBN 1869486455
• How the Kiwi Lost its Wings, Alwyn Owen, Reed, 2002, ISBN 186948715
• Kiwi that was scared of the dark, Bob Darroch, Reed, ISBN 186948872
• Kiwi, Jane Stephens & Judy Lambert, poetry, Waiaturua, ISBN 1869630181
• Time to Sleep, Annemarie Florian, Reed, 2004, ISBN 186948749
• Kiwi Icon in Trouble, New Zealand Geographic, Number 45, March, 2000, pgs 66-95
• Did they walk here, or Did They Fly? New Zealand Geographic, Number 45, March, 2000, pgs 85-87
• Building Science Concepts, No’s 3, 4, 5, 7, 39, 52, 55, Learning Media, Ministry of Education, (2000-2003)

Building Science Concepts – www.tki.org.nz
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No.

Le vel

Name

Descri pt i on

3

1-4

Birds

Focuses on the common birds of towns and gardens, local bush, waterways, and
coasts, including both introduced and native New Zealand birds. These birds
show how their various physical features, adaptations, and lifestyles enable
them to survive in environments in which people’s influence figures strongly.

4

1-4

Animal Life
Histories

Focuses on the process of growth and change that all animals undergo in
their journey from fertilised egg to adulthood. Students can readily observe
life’s physical stages in people, pets, and other common kinds of animals
around them.

5

1-4

Fur,
Feathers,
and Bark

All living things, including plants and animals, have a surface that acts as a
boundary between their insides and the outside world.

7

3-4

The Bush

Focuses on the classification of plants and uses the forest ecology of New
Zealand plants as a medium for the study.

39

1-2

Is this an
Animal?

Most children are familiar with many animal species and their behaviour. They
can build on this experience to learn the differences and similarities between
different groups of animals and understand how these groups are related.

52

1-4

The Land
Changes

This topic has been chosen because the local landscape is readily available
for children to study. The Land Changes provides opportunities for children to
understand that the landscape is continuously changing, even though they may
think it’s the most constant aspect of all their surroundings.

55

3-4

Mammals

The wide cross-section of mammal forms and lifestyles provides an opportunity
to show clear differences and similarities between different groups of mammals
and for children to understand how these groups are related.
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School Journals (GR age= Guided Reading age)
Ti tle

Aut h or

J our na l

The Birth of a Kiwi

Rod MORRIS

Pt 02, No.3, 1981

Pag e s

26-30

GR
ag e

9 - 10

Ge n re

Article

C urriculum
link

Science

A series of photographs show a kiwi chick emerging from the egg. For four days he was kept in an incubator, then
later in a warm box. When he was a few weeks old he was put in with the other kiwis.
Feathery friends

Minnie TAKARO

CN No. 1 2001

2-7

Story

Science

Six different birds are rudely woken from their slumbers by a rat called Rodney as he giggles about the collection
of birds’ feet in front of him.
A Friendly Kiwi

Rod MORRIS

Pt 01 No. 3 1980

19-22

9-10

Article

Science

A kiwi, which had been caught in a possum trap, was found by a hunter and taken to a bird reserve. Here it was
looked after, while it slowly got better.
Gemma finds a kiwi

Bill KEIR

CN No. 2 2000

2-6

Article

Science

Gemma is a dog owned and handled by Tom, a Department of Conservation kiwi protection officer. Gemma is
trained to find kiwi as they hide in their roosts during the day, so that Tom can attach a radio transmitter and
monitor their movements. This information is used to help kiwis have a better chance of survival.
How well does a
kiwi smell?

Andrew CROWE

Pt 03 No. 1 1989

25-29

11-13

Article

Science

As far as we know, birds generally have little or no sense of smell. A scientist carries out a series of experiments to
show that a kiwi is different
Kiwi dog

Pat QUINN

JJ No. 10 1993

2-7

<8

Article

Science

Lucy the dog has been trained to look for kiwi so that we can find out more about them.
Kiwi grub for
Mohua

Iona
MCNAUGHTON

Pt 01 No. 2 2007

8-12

9-10

Article

Science

This report describes the way staff at Willowbank Wildlife Reserve in Christchurch cared for Mohua, a great spotted
kiwi, when part of her beak broke off.
Kiwi in the city

Phillipa WERRY

CN No. 2 2000

7-11

Article

Technology

Find out how the staff of Kaori Wildlife Sanctuary designed, tested and built a unique fence that protects kiwi &
other native animals by keeping pest animals out.
Maggie the kiwi
dog

Sue GIBBISON

Pt 04 No. 1 2009

28-32

10-12

Article

Science
Technology

Maggie is a certified kiwi dog. She uses her excellent nose to help the DOC rangers find kiwi in the bush.
On the mend

Zana BELL

Pt 03 No. 2 2005

20-25

12-14

Article

Science

This article charts the progress of K2, a little kiwi that injured its leg when a tiny chick. The decision is made to
operate on him, and the process of this is then documented.
Trees for the birds

Wanda COWLEY

Pt 02 No. 4 1997

25-31

8½
-9½

Article

Science

Ina Stewart belongs to the Kiwi Conservation Club. Tells how she and two friends planted trees on Tiritiri Matangi
to help make the island a good home for native birds.
Whai’s kiwi

Whaimata
ANARU

Pt 02 No. 3 1989

10-18

9-10

Story

Social Science
English

A story of the 1930s, before kiwi were protected, of how a boy catches a young kiwi, raises it, and then loses it, also
losing faith in his elderly relatives.
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Ko Kiwi rāua ko Weka
Out of print. Item 98127. This traditional story, on audio cassette, taken from “Ngā Kōrero 29” (item 97192), tells how
Weka and Kiwi were turned into birds as a punishment for offending Hau, a great warrior and tohunga. The story is
accompanied by a lullaby that recites all the names of the rivers, from Whenuakura southwards to Pukerua, that Hau
crossed in his pursuit of the miscreants.

A Kiwi Rāua ko Toke
Item 69076H. In this big book, a cheeky worm takes a humorous approach to the kiwi and how it finds its food.
1 869 69074 5 [ ISBN ]

Webs i tes

76

www.learnz.org.nz

Great range of resources and on-line field trips.

www.kiwisforkiwi.org.nz

Kiwis for kiwi – useful for teachers and students.

www.doc.govt.nz

Department of Conservation

www.rainbowsprings.co.nz

Rainbow Springs, Rotorua, home of Operation Nest EggTM

www.kcc.org.nz

Kiwi Conservation Club - good website, fact sheets, map, photos.

www.tki.co.nz

Te Kete Ipurangi - wide range of excellent teaching material.

www.ngamanu.co.nz

Nga Manu Trust – good pictures of birds.

www.aucklandmuseum.com

Auckland Museum, search for Kiwi, in depth information and activities
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Page 1

2 second rule (take care when following others along the track)
Bait stations (residual bait may be present)
Traps are present in the bush
Track conditions vary depending on weather
Slippery conditions at the end of walk (use the ropes)
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• Leave any rubbish
• Break branches, kick trees etc

D o n ot:

• Snacks
• Water
• Raincoats

tAKe s o me:

•
•
•
•
•

HeAltH A n D sA F e t y:

* Training with telemetry equipment required

Kiwi eggs and chilly bin, stuffed kiwi, telemetry gear*, kiwi transmitter and baby
band, kiwi project newsletter, Trust brochure, dog brochure, bird books.

pRo ps n ee Ds F oR t He stA R t/F I n I sH:

Multiple copies of sheets 2-7, 6-8 clip boards, pencils, 1 DOC250 trap, Kiwi
footprints (2 clay tiles). Kiwi feathers, Broken kiwi eggs, Something to
make kiwi probes, Kiwi Pooz, 12 Kiwi marker posts, kiwi listening gear with
loudspeaker and MP3 player, torch.

pRo ps n ee De D on t He t R ACK:

Follow the footsteps of PUNGA the kiwi in Ōhope Scenic Reserve

tHem e:

The Kiwi Tracker activity provides a guided walk to learn about kiwi in the bush. To
make best use of this resource, ask the Whakatāne Kiwi Trust for an expert guide to
accompany you.

KI W I t R AC Ke R
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Meanwhile all effort is made to reduce the number of predators by setting traps
and prohibiting dogs in the Reserve.

For over 10 years, the project used Bank of New Zealand Operation Nest Egg™, at
Kiwi Encounter as its main management tool to rapidly increase the kiwi population
in the Whakatāne Area. The switch to in-situ (wild-hatched) management has now
been made. For three breeding seasons wild hatched chicks will be monitored
after they hatch. This will allow the project to evaluate project success and make
changes to current pest and predator control if needed in the future. Each chick will
have a transmitter attached for approximately six months or until they reach the
‘safe weight’ of 1kg. Their signal will be checked every two days and each month
they will be located and given a health check to ensure they are gaining weight and
looking healthy.

This is what happened to Punga, a chick released into Ōhope Scenic Reserve on
4 August 2010. His parents actually live in a small patch of bush next to Maraetōtara
Road. You may pass their territory after your walk today. Punga has been in the
Reserve for over two years now and he seems to like hanging out on the track you
are about to walk on.

When the kiwi chicks are strong enough, usually just over a kilogram in weight, they
are brought back to the Reserve and Moutohorā/Whale Island and allowed to roam
free.

Kiwi chicks are most often killed by introduced predators such as stoats and ferrets
but also by cats and dogs not under proper control. The easiest way to protect
kiwi chicks is to remove them as eggs and let them hatch in safety over at Kiwi
Encounter, in Rotorua.

Today we know there are at least 200 kiwi living in Ōhope Scenic Reserve and
surrounding areas. This has not always been the case. Back in 2000, there were
probably only 10 kiwi at the most. Luckily a DOC Ranger called Rod Warne
recognised that the kiwi needed help and set up a project to try and increase the
number of kiwi chicks that survive to adults.

I nt Ro DU C tI o n

We trekked to Pouraiti’s nest while he is off feeding during
the night.
1 November 2009

Koru reaches 1000gms and is released into Mokorua Scenic
Reserve
Punga has a transmitter fitted and is released in Ōhope
Scenic Reserve. Weight: 1095g. Bill: 62.7mm

19 February 2010
8 April 2010
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Punga hatches and only weighs 273.7 grams
14 November 2009

Another surprise, Koru, Punga’s sister has already hatched!
Both chick and egg are taken to Kiwi Encounter the next
morning and put into an artificial incubator.

Pouraiti surprises us when he is found on a nest, after we
locate him to change his transmitter. The nest is beautiful
and built under a nikau frond.

A radio transmitter is fitted so Pouraiti can be tracked.

Punga’s father, Pouraiti, a Whirinaki male is released into
Ōhope

4 October 2009

10 May 2006

bACKgRo Un D In FoR mAtI on on p U n g A A n D HoW He
C Ame to be In ŌHop e sC en I C R eseRve.

Members of the kiwi team will be on hand to help you with
any queries. enjoy!

• Have a look at the map before you go to see Punga’s favorite places and where
you are going to walk today.
• Pages 4-5 outlines some background information on Punga, which you may wish
to read before you set off, or when you have a rest stop.
• Pages 6-11 provide information that matches the number on the kiwi marker
posts. There are a few questions to answer. Just write on the sheet we have given
you.
• It may take you up to two hours to complete the walk, take care on the last
slippery downhill towards the end of the walk. Take your time, enjoy the bush
and discover what Punga gets up to in the Reserve.

Follow the instructions on your sheet:

3 April 2012

6 March 2011
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Punga is now heard and quite often seen at night walking
along G line. I hope that he will be our advocacy kiwi for
school children for many years to come.

W_ _S_l,

R_ _

C_ _

R_ _B_T
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Punga would much rather ﬁnd his own fresh food. Further on we
shall see some of his favorite feeding spots.

Punga is not likely to go into this trap, mainly because kiwi do not
like dead meat and also because it has a double wire mesh barrier
at the open end, which a kiwi would not ﬁt through.

That’s quite a few and none of them come out of there alive. Put a circle round
the ones which are most dangerous to kiwi.

H _ _ G _ H_ _,

S_ _ _T

These traps catch a variety of different animals. See if you know which ones
might go in the trap.

Check out the WHITE triangle marked Cs 02.
Can you smell something odd? This is a DOC 200
trap. The trap is powerful enough to quickly kill
the animals that go inside and step on the metal plate. They are squashed flat!
Have a look, but please don’t touch.

3. pReDAtoR tRAps

Weight: 1460g. Good condition.

Wow times goes fast, Punga is nearly two and a half and is
ready for his annual health check again! Our kiwi dog Tai
finds him under some thick fern near G5, only 200 meters
from where we picked him up last year. He is in excellent
condition and weighs 1600gms.

My transmitter number is 02 and fine tuning is (-2)

Use the telemetry equipment to find where I am sleeping today.

Punga was found close to G3 and his weight gain allowed
us to change his transmitter from a small juvenile one to the
adult size.

Weight: 1280g. Bill: 80.8mm.

2. WHeRe Am I?

POS_U_S

R _ Ts,

Punga’s third health check and transmitter change. After
a long morning trying to locate Punga, Tai the ‘Kiwi
Dog’ found him under a flax bush. Although he had put
on weight he was still a bit light for the heavier adult
transmitter.

M _ C _,

Name the pests that are targeted with these bait stations?

There are over 500 of these bait stations in the Ōhope Scenic Reserve. Please
don’t touch them because they may have residual bait in them.

1. bAIt stAtIons

Weight: 1230g. Good condition. Glossy feathers

Punga’s second health check.

Weight: 1160gms. Bill: 72.2mm. Lively and strong

Punga’s first health check, in the main Ōhope gorge

OK, let’s get started, off up the track

4 November 2010

6 August 2010

30 April 2010

We use ‘Tracking tunnel’ to make sure that we have done a good job with the
pest control. Remember the Bait station at the beginning of the track? After the
bait has been eaten from the bait stations, contractors monitor the lines to see
who is still around using cards with ink on them inside the tunnels.

Do you remember how many kiwi were in the reserve at the start of the project?
How many do you think we have now?
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What do you think he might have found to eat in the rotten wood and soft soil?

Have a look and see where Punga has been probing in the soil. What sort of
marks does he make?

Lovely soft soil, some rotten wood, all sorts of good things in there. Punga finds
his food with his long sensitive bill. Where on his bill are his nostrils and why?

6. KIWI FooD

We have a lot of problems with these critters when they wander up from houses.
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Have a feel inside his burrow if you like, but please leave it ready for him in case he
needs to use it tonight.

Just nip in here for a moment, but be careful on the slope. It is lovely and
quiet and one of Punga’s favorite roosting places. He often goes to a different
roost site at the end of each night, depending on where he finishes feeding.
Sometimes he goes in a burrow made by one of the other kiwi and some
burrows he has dug himself. Sometimes he can be found just under a lovely pile
of fallen punga fronds, with his bill tucked under his tiny wing, quietly sleeping.

8. pUngA’s RoostIng plACe

Who else has foot prints similar to this one?

Any claws?

How many toes?

Size

Add some details about the footprints you find.
You can draw one here if you like

Punga’s foot prints are often seen along here.

now take a look at the kiwi footprints

KIWI FootpRInts

Use the ID pages at the back of your question sheets to help you.

Whose footprints do you think are on the monitoring cards?

What would be a good bait to attract rats to these tunnels?

Can you find the black tunnel on the left side of the track?

How many kiwi can we ‘ping’ today?

5. WHAt Do yoU tHInK tHese tRAps ARe FoR?

7. CHeCK oUt WHo HAs leFt tHeIR FootpRInts beHInD

4. tAKe A looK At tHe vIeW

Find the tree with the metal tag #047 nailed onto it. Clue: look towards 1 o’clock.

What do you think the main differences are?

Right, back on the path

If you have any questions, you can ask one of the helpers further up the track.

How long before they hatch into chicks?

Who sits on the eggs to keep them warm?

Are there usually two eggs in the nest?

What do you think happened to these eggs?
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Have a look inside the nest, see how far you can reach inside. Can you see the
eggs? This nest will be similar to the one where Punga was as an egg. Over half
the kiwi eggs in the wild do not hatch successfully and of those that do, almost
all the young chicks get killed by stoats or other predators. For this reason,
Punga was taken from the nest as an egg and allowed to hatch in safety at Kiwi
Encounter.

9. KIWI nests

Let’s ﬁnd a kiwi nest, but be careful you don’t slip.

After you have looked at them, please put the feathers back close to where you fnd
them. Some of the other birds that live in the Reserve like to use them in their nests.

FBI lines are used to monitor the effects of pests on the vegetation.

Punga’s feathers are a lovely soft brown colour, but not like other birds’ feathers.
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Now we can listen to some other bird calls which may help you to identify more
birds in the reserve.

Have you ever heard a kiwi call?

Why is that?

Which call do you hear more often?

Are the two calls the same?

Here you will have the opportunity to listen to the calls of Punga’s parents, an
adult male and adult female kiwi.

11. KIWI CAlls

Let’s take a break!

As you go up, keep a look out for Punga’s feathers as they sometimes get caught
in the vegetation and can be found along the edge of the path.

Although we are very good at keeping pest numbers down, sometimes it takes
years for trees to recover from past damage.

Can you find the tag #048? Does this tree look any better?

Who do you think is responsible?

What is wrong with this tree?

LOOK UP

10. noW let’s Do some InvestIgAtIng

KIWI FeAtHeRs

Black-backed gull

Rosella

Myna

Silvereye

Chaffinch

Blackbird

s

H

Harrier Hawk

Grey Warbler

Tui

Bellbird

bird

s

H
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This is a good place to stop and remember the people who have lived
before us, and the generations who will follow us. The work we are doing to
protect the kiwi is a way of leaving a legacy for people in the future to enjoy.

Not far from this Pa site was Tapuwae. This place was named by
Awanuiarangi when he said: “I leave my footprints here as a legacy for my
future descendants that will follow after me”.

The Pa site is called Te Takapu-o-Toi, meaning “the stomach of Toi”. This
referred to the tribal area of Toi where his many descendants came from. Toi
lived here with his wife Te Kura-i-Monoa. Their children and grandchildren
were raised here. We can see evidence of how they lived and where they
grew kumara. Their son Awanuiarangi became the leading ancestor of the
tribe known as Te Tini-o-Awa, which in turn became Ngati Awa.

At the end of the Kiwi Tracker walk there are some important historic sites:

HIstoRIC plACes

Tomtit

bird

Morepork

H

Fantail

s

Kereru

bird

You can add any others in the empty spaces.

Mark on the list below any birds you see (S) or hear (H).

Sit quietly and listen to the birds you hear. You may need to wait a few minutes
because you have probably scared the birds away as you chatted along the track.

Punga will now be quietly resting in his burrow or under some ferns. Perhaps he
hears the day time birds calling in the Reserve.

12. otHeR bIRDs In ŌHope sCenIC ReseRve
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Well done you are now a trainee kiwi ranger. Keep up the
good work by helping to care for our environment.
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This product is for informational purposes and
may have not have been prepared for, or be
suitable for legal, engineering or surveying purposes.
Users of this information should review or consult
the primary data and information sources as to
ascertain the usability of the information.
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Website: www.whakatanekiwi.org.nz

Email: admin@whakatanekiwi.org.nz

Whakatāne Kiwi Trust
PO Box 186
Whakatāne 3158
New Zealand

For further information and personal service please contact:
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Thi s e ducat io n re s ource was p ro duced wi th s up p or t
fro m t h e fo llowing org anisat ions:
District 9930.

Rotary Club of
Whakatane West Inc.

W hakatā ne K I WI PROJEC T
A project with five partners: Whakatāne Kiwi Trust, Bay of Plenty Regional Council, the Department of Conservation,
Te Rūnanga o Ngāti Awa and Whakatāne District Council.

Healthy Forest, Healthy Kiwi, Healthy Community
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For further information and personal service please contact:
Whakatāne Kiwi Trust
PO Box 186
Whakatāne 3158
New Zealand
Email: admin@whakatanekiwi.org.nz
Website: www.whakatanekiwi.org.nz
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